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TUESDAY, MAY 11th, 1937. 

A meeting of the Club was held this 
evening, Sheriff J . W. More presiding, 
when there was presented a long and valu-
able paper on "Surnames in the North-
East" by Mr G. G. Jamieson, principal 
teacher of classics at Banff Academy, soon 
to be appointed rector of the Secondary 
School of Mortlach. The paper was too 
long to be read, but members present 
realised its value and the great amount of 
research work it had inevitably cost its 
author, matters to which the President 
referred in eulogistic terms in acknow-
ledging the deep indebtedness of the Club 
to Mr Jamieson, to whom a vote of thanks 
was passed with acclamation. The paper 
was in these terms: — 

SURNAMES IN THE NORTH-EAST. 

Probably few people nowadays, as they 
glance over the lists of names in a direct-
ory, spend even a second's thought on the 
meaning or origin of surnames. Surnames 
to us seem so natural that we forget there 
was ever a time when they did not exist; 
and yet, so far as Scotland is concerned, it 
is no more than six or seven hundred years 
ago that such names began to be adopted 
by the inhabitants. 

Amongst ancient civilised peoples sur-
names did exist, of course. They were in 
common use amongst the Romans centuries 
before the invasion of Britain by Caesar in 
54 B.C., and one might have expected that 
the custom of employing surnames would 
have spread to the native tribes of Britain. 
No trace of this, however, has been found, 
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and it is perhaps not surprising when we 
consider the barbaric state that existed at 
tha t time amongst the inhabitants of these 
islands. The use of surnames is undoubt-
edly a product of an advanced state of 
civilisation. For many years after the 
withdrawal of the Romans, Britain con-
tinued to be in a state of flux and barbar-
ity, and not until the arrival of the Nor-
man Barons under William the Conqueror 
in 1066 A.D. was an impetus given to the 
adoption of surnames amongst the English 
people. 

These Norman Barons took their sur-
names each from his own estate, and such 
a custom soon began to spread amongst the 
landowners of England, whilst William's 
efforts to acquire a roll of his subjects 
forced many to adopt some distinctive 
name. The influence exerted by William 
and his successors becomes very evident 
during the twelfth century in England, 
and to a less extent in Scotland where the 
Norman Kings seem to have been domiciled 
for long periods. I t is t rue that the ac-
quisition of surnames does not seem to 
have become widespread in Scotland until 
the fourteenth century, but the nobility 
had early adopted the Norman fashion, 
particularly in districts such as Elgin, 
where King David, and later William the 
Lion, were in the habit of residing, and in 
the neighbourhood of which they granted 
estates to their favourite courtiers. 

Placenames as Surnames. 
Charters issued by Will iam the Lion 

from Elgin give us an interesting glance 
into the method of nomenclature employed. 
We find Norman Barons styling themselves 

De Asting or De Umphraville, and in 
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imitation of this a prominent landowner 
would call himself De Pittendreich, an-
other De Abbirnythn. This custom soon 
began to spread amongst those who came 
into contact with the Court, and it con-
tinued to spread thereafter amongst others 
to such an extent that a large proportion 
of modern surnames are placenames. An 
illustration of this is provided by the 
names of those Barons who signed charters 
issued by William the Lion (1165-1214) in 
Scotland. Of the various signatories to 
these charters, the names of the majority 
are found at the present day in the North 
of Scotland, e.g.— 

Walterus de Berkelei (Walter Barclay) 
Joanne de Asting (John Hastings) 
Philippus Marescallus (Philip Marshall) 
Wilhelmus de Lindesei (William Lindsay) 
Wilhelmus de Haia (William Hay) 
Gillebertus de Malevill (Gilbert Melville) 
Peter de Polloc (Peter Pollock; 
Wilhelmus Cumyn (William Cumming) 
Hugo Giffard (Huhh Gifford) 

I t will be noticed that, of the above-men-
tioned names, whilst one refers to the oc-
cupation of the individual (Marshall) and 
another is a nickname from a character-
istic or personal peculiarity (Gifford), 
nearly all the others are territorial names. 

The influence of Latin, which was, over 
a long period, the recognised medium of 
communication between persons of good 
education, and which was invariably em-
ployed in official documents, is seen in the 
Latinised forms of the Christian names. 
Most persons, indeed, who could sign their 
names in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries signed in Latin. Thus we find 
signatures such as Robertas Niger (Robert 
Black) in 1248, Wilhelmus Ortulanus 
(William the Gardener) in 1242. 
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Latin forms transformed by Norman 
(French) influence can be recognised in 
several well-known modern surnames. For 
instance, take the common name of Morti-
mer. I t is undoubtedly from De Mortuo 
Mari (Latin), De Morte Mer (French), 
hence Mortimer. So De Haia, De La 
Haye, Hay. In the year 1234 appeared 
the signatures of Wilhelmus de Bernardo 
de Monte Alto and of Alexander de Mor-
avia. De Monte Alto (Latin), De Mont 
Haut (French) became Mowatt; De Mor-
avia, De Moravie, became Murray. In-
deed from the Norman courtiers have de-
scended a not inconsiderable number of 
Scotch surnames now in use amongst 
To mention only a few, there is Bisset 
(from de Byseth), Lennie (from De Lany), 
Ramsay (De Rameseie), Lyall (De L'isle), 
Humphrey (De Umphraville), Melville 
(De Mala Villa, De Maleville), Weir (De 
Yere) and very probably Yass (De Yaux). 

Scotch landowners, as has been men-
tioned, began to follow the custom of tak-
ing their name from their estates, and it 
is but natural tha t numerous names of this 
class still exist. Thus we have names such 
as Richard de Strathauchin (1264), de 
Straquhen, de Straithauchin — now 
Strachan. In a like manner we find Hugo 
de Abbirnythyn (Abernethy), Henry de 
Balnevis (Balneaves), Hamelin de Trupp 
(Troup), William de Foddiryngham, de 
Fotheringhame (Fotheringham), William 
de Brothy (Brodie), and a host of others.-
Scotch placenames seem to have suffered less 
change than the Norman ones, and many 
of them have the same form now as thèy 
had centuries ago (Dunbar, Pittendreich, 
Auchinachie, etc). 
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Geography in Surnames. 
Not only did landowners adopt the name 

of their estate but people generally began 
to assume as a surname the name of some 
district or town or some geographical 
feature, in its Teutonic, Gaelic or Scan-
dinavian form. There is scarcely a district 
in Scotland that has not given its name to 
some family. In fact many ordinary folk, 
having no relationship to each other, must 
have adopted the same placename as their 
family name. Consider just a few of the 
towns of Scotland. Kintore, Cullen, Stir-
ling, Aberdeen, Elgin, Keith, Cromarty, 
Turriff, Glasgow, Irvine, Dingwall, Dal-
las, Renfrew, Peebles, Selkirk—these are 
all to be found in any list of surnames of 
the North of Scotland. One or two such 
as Forres and Alves were quite common a 
few centuries ago but seem to have died 
out. District names like Birnie, Aber-
nethy, Buchan, Marr, Garioch, Kellas, 
Gartly, Mearns, Sutherland and Bade-
noch, are equally common. One that used 
to be common (Caithness) seems to be miss-
ing from modern directories. 

But surnames drawn from some geo-
graphical feature are even more numerous, 
and constitute the largest proportion of 
surnames in use in Scotland. At various 
periods in the North-East of Scotland the 
prevailing language has been Gaelic, Nor-
wegian, or Scandinavian (said to be actu-
ally the language of the Picts), and lat-
terly English. I have omitted the Doric 
which seems to have arisen from a fusion 
of various tongues but is particularly 
allied to the Scandinavian and Gaelic 
languages. 

The Picts who settled in the district 
after the Celts were in turn swallowed up 
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by hordes of Scandinavians (Norsemen) 
and all three must have occupied the terri-
tory together for some time. I t is a well-
known fact that mountains and rivers usu-
ally retained their ancient names. Hence 
we find that most of the mountains and 
rivers in the North-East have Gaelic 
names; in fact most of the placenames are 
Gaelic. As time went on and the Teutonic 
influence increased many English names 
were added, although not so many as would 
appear, for a large proportion of our Eng-
lish placenames are not actually English 
but merely Celtic (Gaelic) names Angli-
cised. Scandinavian placenames also exist 
and hence the same territorial surname is 
often to be found in its Gaelic, Scandina-
vian, and English form. 

For example, there are the common 
names of Tulloch (Gaelic), Law (Scandi-
navian), and Hill (English), all meaning 
the same thing. Other Gaelic placenames 
that have become surnames are Innes 
(island or meadow), Ross (promontory), 
Ord (hill), Strath (valley), Glen (narrow 
valley), Blair (plain), Drummond (hill 
ridge), Meldrum (bare ridge), Findlater 
(white hillside), Carngyll (white cairn), 
Cardno (rocky ground), Deuchars (of the 
black land), Lendrum (meadow ridge), 
Clyne (meadow), Auchinachie (field of the 
plain), Rettie (small plain), Kyle (strait), 
Leslie (gray enclosure), Kinnaird (head of 
the height), Rhind (promontory), Dal-
garno (stoney field), Esslemont (low hill), 
Levenie (elm tree), Lennie (meadow), 
Affleck (stoney field), Balloch (pass), Bal-
gowan (the Smith's place), and many 
others. Scandinavian placenames used as 
surnames include such names as Fir th 
(estuary), Holm (island), Hope (bay), 
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Ness and Oddy (headland), Law (hill). 
Other common surnames which are actu-
ally placenames include Field, Park, 
Craig, Downie, Glennie, Greenlaw, Green-
street, Dunbar, Rattray, Rae, Logie, Ur-
quhart, Kerr, Carr, Calder, Halley, For-
syth, Elmslie. Such names are in fact al-
most too numerous to mention, particu-
larly if English surnames are to be in-
cluded—a few of which I have accepted 
when I have found that such a surname 
has been established in the North. 

The Influence of Trades. 
The ordinary citizen began also to be dis-

tinguished by his trade or calling. In the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries when 
charters were issued in Latin, it was no 
uncommon thing to come across such sig-
natures as Wilhelmus Ortulanus (1242) or 
"Willelmus Vitrearius (1345), the former 
being the Latin for William Gardner or 
rather William the Gardener; the latter 
meaning William Glasswright. Gardner 
(usually spelt Gardiner) is of course a very 
common name in our own day. Glass-
wright, so far as I know, does not now 
exist as a surname, but persons of that 
name lived in Elgin until the seventeenth 
century at least. For instance we hear of 
a Margaret Glassinwrycht in the sixteenth 
century and persons of this name (also 
spelt Glaswrycht) appear fairly frequently 
in the records. 

Some of the Latin names also continued 
to be used for several centuries. In the 
sixteenth century there was a John Auri-
fabro (goldsmith), a Donald Scissor 
(shearer), a Magnus Sartor (tailor), and a 
John Faber (smith)—to mention only a 
few. The name Frater (brother) is still' 
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found in Banff. Sutor, and particularly 
the form Souter, is now widespread. Sur-
names drawn from a trade or calling soon 
became very prevalent and give us an in-
sight into the social and industrial life of 
earlier generations. I t may happen that 
you will meet in with a Harper or a Bard 
(Baird), an Archer or a Fletcher, a 
Brander or a Falconer—for the names of 
many extinct callings live on in the sur-
names of later generations. And you will 
undoubtedly come across a Smith or a 
Miller, a Mason or a Taylor, a Baker or a 
Slater. 

Surnames of this kind are very num-
erous. Some are easily recognised, others, 
due to a change of form in some cases, in 
other cases owing to the fact that the oc-
cupation has died out, are not so easily 
recognised. There is Chapman, Souter. 
Collier, Cooper, Baxter, Brewster, Ban-
nerman, Wright, Joiner. Packman, 
Cadger, Caird, Tinker, Merchant. Barber, 
Cook, Fisher, Fowler, Bowyer, Sangster, 
Turner, Shearer, Skinner. Amongst us 
the Sievewright is still not uncommon, 
although the Glasswright seems to have de-
parted. Napier conceals the old Naperer, 
Chalmers the old Chamberlain. Spence is 
a disguise of the ancient dispenser (or 

butler) and the Walker in earlier days 
was not what we now consider a pedes-
tr ian. The Lorimer (bridlemaker) and the 
Sellar (saddlemaker) are now united in 
the Saddler, whilst the Cordiner (shoe-
maker is not generally known as such. 
The Webster might mystify many people 
of good education, and very few, I fancy, 
even of those who deal with horses would 
recognise the Cosser or the Runciman. The 
Herd and the Shepherd are known to all, 
but the Ewart, the Coward, the Stoddart, 
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and the Foster (forester) and the Dewar 
(keeper of the rod) are even more difficult 
to detect. Others not easily recognised 
are Pedder (pedlar) and its less common 
form Pegler, Jenner and Junner (engi-
neer), Durward (doorkeeper), Catour 
(caterer), Towler (flaxdresser), Dacker 
(day labourer), and Godsman (ploughman 
or steer driver). Very few surnames of 
this class are either Scandinavian or 
Gaelic. Possibly Lamond, Lamont 
(lawyer) and Keiller (worker on a coal 
barge) are Scandinavian, and Gow (smith) 
and Kilgour (goat herd), and probably 
Beattie and Tinnoch (farmer), are Gaelic. 
Fewtrell (dog keeper), Mercer (draper), as 
well as the better known Butcher and 
Fletcher came to us from the French. 

From Personal Characteristics. 
Many of our surnames have originated 

from some personal characteristic, 
although, as is but natural, a great 
many such names have been dropped by 
later generations. Reidheid, for example, 
is found as a surname both in Elgin and 
Banff in the sixteenth century, but the 
name does not seem to have survived. 
Others of similar character that have died 
out are Goslyn (foolish, youngster), 
Flegger (fibber), Goudelokis (goldilocks), 
Dodlock (shorn-head). Blabir (stammerer), 
Defe (deaf), Pilch (short and fat), and 
many others. I t is possible that some of 
these names have been mere temporary 
nicknames and that the persons concerned 
possessed other surnames. Indeed, there 
is clear evidence that in many cases the 
nickname of an individual (whether per-
sonal or trade) became the name he was 
usually known by and descended to his 
family, but after a generation or two died 
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out. Thus in the records of Elgin there-
is found the name Andro SKabertmaker 
(1542). In a later record the same person 
is referred to as Andro Cowe alias 
SKabertmaker. In the same way there is 
recorded the name Johne Alpin alias 
Grigor (1645), and the son of the above-
named is recorded as George Alpin alias 
Gregor. Other such nomenclatures to be 
found are Elspet Troill, later called Elspet 
Coutts alias Troill (1541). and the rather 
peculiar one of Thomas Elder alias Young. 
The clearest evidence is found in con-
nection with a person called Androw 
Caberis. The same person is referred to 
as Androw Andersone alias Kabberis 
(1541). Thirty years later (in 1572) in a 
list of candlemakers there appears the 
name Jennet Kaberis, probably a daughter 
of Androw. Later generations, no doubt, 
were known simply as Anderson. This 
shows us, however, how these personal sur-
names arose, many of which still exist and 
have become well-known. 

A great many of this class belong to the 
Doric or Scotch language. A few examples 
are Cant (cheerful), Gemmel (long-legged), 
Mutch (big), Laing, Lang (long), Lowrie, 
Lawrie (crafty, foxy), Piich (fat), 
Peattie (proud), Scullion (rogue). Macker-
ell (worthless), Ramage (rash), Slessor 
(slovenly), Wamot (corpulent), Strang 
(strong), and Warrack (puny or under-
sized"). However, as the Scotch Doric is 
actually composed of a mixture of 
languages, and in the North-East parti-
cularly, has been formed to a large extent 
from words of Gaelic and Scandinavian 
origin, it is difficult to determine the 
dialect from which many of the words have 
sprung. For instance words which we are 
accustomed to regard as Scotch are of 
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Gaelic origin. Take the common words 
braw, dour, teem, chiel. skail, kebbuck, 
partan—these are all actually Gaelic 
forms. Not only so but many words re-
garded as Gaelic, and which have bccome 
incorporated in that language, are of 
Scandinavian origin, as will be seen when 
Highland names are being considered. 

This influence is evident to a greater 
extent in surnames owing to the fact that 
the Scandinavian invasions of the North 
and West of Scotland occurred in the 
century just prior to adoption of sur-
names, and during this period (until 1054) 
that part of Scotland (including the 
coastal region of the Moray Firth) was 
under their sway. Thus it happened that 
many surnames denoting a characteristic, 
which may be regarded as Scotch, belong 
not only to the Doric but to the Scandin-
avian language as well, and some of them 
are to be found in the Gaelic language 
also, occasionally with a slight variation 
of meaning. For example Bodie, Boddie, 
means dwarfish or small both in the Scotch 
and Scandinavian dialects, whilst boddach 
in Gaelic signifies a little old man. Capell 
is, in Scotch and Scandinavian, "nag," 
and the Gaelic word Capall means "mare." 
All are from the Latin word Caballus "an 
old horse." Geddie (Scotch form) means 
a pike and so denotes an avaricious per-
son. The Scandinavian form, with a 
similar meaning, is Ged, and the Gaelic 
form is geadas (pike) which is itself found 
as a surname—Geddes. Skakle, Skakel 
(masquerader) is Scandinavian Skekel, 
and there is in Gaelic a form Sgeig, 
Sgegeil (mockery). Leask (lazy) is Scan-
dinavian lesk—r and Gaelic leasg. An old 
Scotch form is lasche (French, lache). 

Those that are both Scotch and Scan-
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dinavian are much more numerous. This 
class includes Gammie (sportive or gay), 
Glegg (keen-witted), Pirie, Pir r ie (small 
or neat), Pra t t , Prot t (mischief), Ragg 
(worthless), Shand (elegant), Wight 
(strong), Geikie (scoffer), Hacket 
(blotchy), Havers (he-goat, clumsy), 
Shanks (legs), Cruickshanks, Crookshanks 
(crooked legs), Traill (slovenly), Troill 
(dwarfish, goblin). Others that are de-
finitely of Scandinavian origin are Baddon 
(headstrong), Crockett (hump-back), Sloss 
(slovenly), Sleigh (sly), Jappy (a talk-
ative creature), Starke (strong), Lobban 
(clumsy—from name of a half-grown cod), 
Skeggie (beardy, shaggy), Tait (cheerful), 
Collet (bald), Halkett (hump-backed), 
Izatt (greyish, grizzled), Stobie (trust-
worthy), Storie, Storrie (diminutive 
of stor-big), Gait, Gault, Gauld 
(hog, stupid). Those of Gaelic origin in-
clude More (big), also spelt Moir, Begg 
(small), Peggie (small), Moggach (surly), 
Niven (saintly), Gerry (small), Farquhar 
(beloved), Cameron (hook-nose), Campbell 
(squint mouth), Grant (ugly), Forbes 
(bold), Craigen (splay - footed), Dean 
(strong), Dugan (dark skinned), Cassie 
(brave), and Mantach (stutterer). 

Some English Surnames. 
English surnames that denote a char-

acteristic are as a rule easily recognised. 
Some common ones are Wiseman, Goodfel-
low, Darling, Humble, Goodall, Young, 
Littlejohn, Meiklejohn, Kindness, Good-
willie, Small, Short, Noble, Prettyman, 
Armstrong, Bliss, Hardy, Blyth, Light-
body, Smart. Surnames of this class may 
not always be what they seem to be. Jolly 
may denote a gay person but it may also 
be for Jolie (French), meaning pretty; 
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Bonnyman may be a corruption of Bone-
man—an old name for a veterinary sur-
geon ; Cunning, probably does not indicate 
a crafty person ; Gamble is from an old 
Saxon word (gamel) meaning "old," and 
Thorogood is probably of Scandinavian 
origin (Thor-gaut-r). The surname Lem-
mon is not an English word at all and does 
not refer to a fruit . I t is an old Doric 
word of French origin and means "sweet-
heart ." Older forms of the word are 
Lemane and Lemmand (French l 'aimant 
—sweetheart). I t is recorded in the annals 
of Elgin that a "Johne Innes, lemmand 
to Bessie Hay , " was fined in Elgin court 
in the year 1572. Another name of similar 
origin is Scrimgeour. Scotch forms are 
Scrymsher and Scrimger. The French name 
denoted a skirmisher, but the surname is 
applied usually to a person who is fond of 
a quarrel—a cantankerous person. To 
take a kindlier view he might be a bonny 
fechter in an argument. I t is said that 
the name in its best sense, "hardy fighter, ' 
was given first of all to a certain Sir Alex-
ander Carron in the twelfth century, and 
that he thereupon adopted the title as a 
surname which, along with the office of 
Royal Standard-bearer, he handed down 
to his descendants. Another interesting 
name of French origin is Budge which 
refers to a fur (French bouge). The name 
subsequently indicated a pompous person. 
Leask, already mentioned as of Scan-
dinavian origin, is probably closely con-
nected with the French word lache (lazy). 

There is, in fact, a goodly list of sur-
names of French origin pointing to the 
close link that existed in former times be-
tween the Scotch and the French, and not 
by any means deriving their origin from 
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the influence of the Norman barons. Be-
longing to this class are words such as 
Blanchard (white—French blanche-ard), 
Bonar (de bon air—debonair), Bellamy 
(bel ami—sweetheart), Curtis (courteois— 
courteous), Courtenay (court nez—short-
nose), Cheyne (le chen—chène—oak), Cor-
bet (corbeau—little crow—raven), Agnew 
(agneau—lamb), Galliard (gaillard—gay), 
Dalgleish (de 1'eglise—of the church), 
Oliphant (elephant), Fletcher (flecheur— 
arrow maker), Porteous (an indictment 
roll, from porte—hors), Garson (youth, 
attendant—garcon—boy), Runcie (nag— 
old French ronci), Jardine (jardin—gar-
den), Telfer (taille—fer—cut-iron), and 
many others. 

Many are the sources from which sur-
names have been drawn. In fact almost 
anything seemed to be considered suitable. 
Colours were brought into use such as 
Green, Red (Reid), White (Whyte), 
Brown, Black, Blue, Pink, Gray, and even 
Yellow (in the Gaelic forms of Buie, Bowie, 
and Boyd). The English names are easily 
recognised, but others are Bain ("White— 
Gaelic), Finnie (White—Gaelic), Glass 
(Gray—Gaelic), Dow, Duff ( B l a c k -
Gaelic), Gorme (Blue—Gaelic), Dargie, 
Roy and Royan (Red—Gaelic), Riach 
(Grey or grizzled—Gaelic), Blanchard 
(White—French), Russel (Red—French), 
Bisset (Brown—French), Burnett (Brun-
ette—Red—French), Rust (russet—Red 
—French). Others are Reddish, Ruddi-
man, Redhead, Whitehead, Whitton, 
Brownie, Blackie, and Blackhead. 

Animal Surnames. 
Animal surnames are frequently met 

with, possibly indicating in many cases 
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some characteristic connected with the ani-
mal, often as a result of the use of animals 
as sign-names, which is still a common 
practice in England (the Bull, the Swan, 
etc.). Many such surnames are now com-
mon in the North. A few are Sparrow, 
Crow, Heron, Rook, Wildgoose, Kay, 
Drake, Partridge, Lyon, Lamb, Lambie, 
Cow, Kidd, Cock, Doig, Stott, Starling, 
Bullock, Bulloch, Stirke, Hogg, Tod, Dove, 
and Cowie (but this may be from Gow— 
Smith). One or two seem to have existed 
a few centuries ago and died out such as 
Swyne, Littlelione, and Mackerell. Brock 
and Brockie (badger), and Geddes (pike), 
are Gaelic names, as also in some cases may 
Gavin (stirk). Gait, Gatt, Gault (goat), 
are Scandinavian, as are also the more 
aristocratic names Randolf, Ralph, Relf, 
Randall, and Rankin (short for Randolf-
kin) which refer to the wolf revered by the 
Scandinavians. Agnew (lamb), Corbet 
(raven), Oliphant (elephant), and Purcill, 
Purcell (young pig), are French. 

Some surnames denote nationality. In 
this category must be reckoned England, 
Scotland, Ireland, Wales, France and 
Denmark. Scot, English, Welsh and 
French are also common names, whilst 
Dutch is not unknown. Inglis, which is 
merely a Scottish form of English, is wide-
spread throughout Scotland, and the in-
fluence of the weavers who came over from 
the continent is seen in the surnames Flem-
ing and Brebner, Bremner (Brabant-er), 
both of which are found in most districts 
of Scotland. Perhaps the most interesting 
of this class of surname is that of Wallace. 
The liberator of Scotland acquired his 
name from the Latinised form of Welsh— 
Wallensis. 
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Differing Yet the Same, 
From the fact tha t our Scotch surnames 

are drawn from different languages it is 
not surprising that surnames which at first 
sight seem entirely different should in 
actual fact mean the same thing. Thus 
Begg, Pirie, and Pau l are the same as 
Small, Little, and Short, whilst Boddie, 
Warrack, Pilch and Kiloh also signify 
persons who are puny or small. Strong 
persons are denoted by Strong, Strang, 
Starke, Dean, Wight, and P i th ie ; red 
persons by Reid, Russel, Rust, Darg, 
Dargie, Ruddiman, Roy, Royan, Reddish 
and Riddoch; jolly or lively persons by 
Jolly, Gaillard, Cant, Galliard, Gallie, 
Gammie, Tait, Blyth, and Sparke; 
slovenly persons by Sless, Slessor, Slorach, 
and Trai l l ; avaricious persons by Geddie, 
Gair, and Halkney; handsome persons by 
Bonar, Gallon, Pret tyman, Shand, and 
Bonnyman; clever or crafty persons by 
Wvllie, Cunning, Glegg, Lowrie, Sharpe, 
Gellan, Sleigh and Smar t ; foolish persons 
by Suttie, Dobbie, Gault, Jappy , and Gos-
lyn. Bellamy, Lemmon, and Moncur all 
mean sweetheart—as do Love and Darling. 
Downie, Tulloch, Tullo, Tolmie, Torrie, 
Barrie, and probably Sturrock, all mean 
"small hi l l ," and, if we include the pos-
sessive forms, others referring to a small 
hill are Knox, Knowles, Hillocks, and 
Torrance. 

Dunbreck and Brownrigg both mean 
brown-ridge, Rugg and Rigg mean ridge, 
whilst Carnegie, Argo, and Scorgie are 
Gaelic names denoting "windy hil l ." 
Booth, Boath, and Shiel meant " h u t , " and 
Shields is tbe possessive form of Shiel. 
Kelman and Cranna mean wooded-hill, 
Kelly is the same as Wood, and Clyne as 
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Field. Garrow f rom the Gaelic language 
and J a r d i n e f rom the French language are 
the same as Garden. Strachan and Bot-
tomley both mean "valley-field," whilst 
Kirby (Kirk-by), and Dalgleish referred 
originally to a person who lived near the 
church. Norris and Northey denote a per-
son f rom the North, and Sudding and 
Southey one f rom the South. Goddard 
(goatherd) and Kilgour are one and the 
same, and there is very lit t le distinction 
between Pegler, Pedlar , Peddie, Pedder, 
Cadger, Chapman, Caird, and Tinker. A 
builder of stone dykes was a Cowan or 
Dyker, a day-labourer was a Dacker, 
Dockar, or Esson; and Cordiner, Sutor, 
and Sut ter all mean shoemaker (as also 
perhaps does Shuniman) . Iza t t is the same 
as Riach, Tosh is the same as Thain, Bain 
the same as Whyte, and Duff the same as 
Black. Gill and Garson mean servant or 
lad, and Allaster is the same as Alexander, 
Sorley the same as Samuel, and Pearse 
the same as Peters (similarities with refer-
ence to personal names will be referred to 
later) . Two unusual names of similar 
meaning are Runcie and Capell, which 
both mean " n a g " or "old horse." 

I t is due to a great extent also to the 
confusion of languages tha t certain sur-
names are not what they seem to be. Begg 
does not denote the action of a beggar, but 
is derived from a Gaelic word meaning 
"smal l , " whilst Peggie does not denote a 
female but a diminutive Begg. Brandy is 
not a spir i t but a sword (Scandinavian) 
and Bridie is not a Scotch diminutive of 
Bride but gives an example of transposi-
tion of the letter " r " and means Birdie 
(Brid is also found for Bird). Gallon does 
not refer to a measure, but comes from a 
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Gaelic word meaning handsome, and is 
allied to the Scotch word Callant. (Eng-
lish gallant, French galant.) Shields does 
not refer to armour, but is a form of 
Shiels (possessive of Shiel) and means "of 
the shepherd's hu t . " 

Glass refers to a colour gray (Gaelic 
glas). A Coward was not a timid person 
but a herd (cowherd), nor was a Godsman 
of necessity religious, being no more than 
a ploughman or a steer-driver (goad's 
man). The word Gamble has nothing in 
common with riotous living, but is an old 
English word meaning old (gamel). Inch 
does not denote length but is from a Gaelic 
word meaning island. I t is in fact the 
same as Innes. Edmonstone does not mean 
Edmund's stone but either Edmund's town 
or more probably Edmund's son ( " t " being 
intrusive). Naughtie does not mean the 
opposite of good, but in fact means very 
good (or pure), being derived from the 
Scandinavian word "nectan" (pure), 
through Gaelic neachdan. On the other 
hand Thorogood is not very good but from 
a Scandinavian word meaning Thor-gaut 
meaning Thor's goat. Riches does not in-
dicate wealth, but is simply the possessive 
of Richie (diminutive of Richard), whilst 
Lemmon is no f ru i t , but the Scotch word 
lemmand (from French l 'a imant) mean-
ing sweetheart. Moon is no shining light 
but merely a marsh (Gaelic moine), whilst 
a Walker was not a pedestrian in the 
modern sense, but a trampler of cloth. 
These are a few examples from a lengthy 
list of surnames tha t have a somewhat un-
expected meaning. 

The Seasons and the Church. 
Surnames have been acquired from many 

unlikely sources. The seasons give us 
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Spr ing , Summers, Summer, Winter—al-
though the las t mentioned may be in some 
cases a corrupt ion of the t rade name Vint-
ner, and Summer may stand a t times for 
Sumner (Summoner) . Coins have been 
made use of (Penny, Pringle—which refers 
to the Scotch silver penny) ; whilst the 
directions, Nor th , South, Eas t and West 
are all employed. 

The influence of the Church has created 
a large class of ecclesiastical surnames, a 
few of which are Cross, Christ ian, Kirk , 
Elder , Templeman, Prophet , Pr ies t , Proc-
tor, Sangster, Dewar, Pope, Chappie, Ben-
net (for Benedict), Sinclair (St Clair), 
Semple (St P a u l ) , Dustan (St Dunstan) , 
Lawrence (St Lawrence), Mitchell (St 
Michael) , El l is (El ias) , Lucas (St Luke), 
K i rkpa t r i ck , Christie, Chrystal, and a 
number of Gaelic ones such as Gillan (ser-
van t of St J o h n ) , Gillies (servant of 
Jesus) , Gillespie (servant of the bishop), 
Gilmour (servant of Mary) , Gillanders 
(servant of St Andrew), Gilchrist (servant 
of Chris t ) , and Taggar t (son of the priest). 

Many of the better known Biblical 
names, as well as names illustrious in 
ancient his tory, have been adopted as bap-
t ismal (or Chr is t ian) names, and there-
a f te r as surnames, exceeded in number only 
by the surnames drawn from placenames. 
This class may be termed personal sur-
names or patronymics. A few of the com-
moner ones are Alexander, George, Henry, 
Edward , John , Andrew, Adam, James, 
Symon, Wi l l i am, David, Richard , Robert, 
Thomas P h i l i p , and Donald. Take any 
of these names and you will find tha t not 
merely one but in many instances three, or 
even more, surnames have been derived 
f rom i t . The method most commonly 
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adopted in the North-East of Scotland is 
to add the word "son" (a Scandinavian 
word) ; another method was to employ the 
possessive " s " ; a third method, which 
came later into general use in this district, 
was to use the prefix mac (Gaelic "son"), 
whilst a fourth was to make use of the pet-
name (diminutive) of the word. 

The same process being followed with re-
gard to the diminutive, other groups of 
surnames were obtained, and frequently 
double diminutives were made use of in 
like manner. Take the name Robert, for 
example. From it we have Robertson, Ro-
berts, MacRobert, Robbie and Robb, Rob-
son, MacRobbie, M'Robb, Robins, Robin-
son, Dobson, and Dobie. So from William : 
Williamson, Williams, MacWilliam, Will, 
Wilson, MacWillie, Wilken (or Wilkin), 
Wilkins, Wilkinson, Willet, Willock, Wilkie 
(Willock-ie), Willox. From David: 
Davidson (and Davison), Davids (usually 
spelt Davis), M'David, Davie, Davieson, 
Davies, Dawson (for Davison), Dawes (for 
Davis), and also possibly Desson. 

Those from Richard are even more num-
erous (especially in England). There are 
Richardson, Richards (no MacRichard), 
Ritchie, Riches (for Richies), MacRitchie, 
Ritson, Dick, Dickson (also spelt Dixon), 
Dicks (also spelt Dix), Dickie, Dickenson, 
Dickens, Diack, Hitchcock, Higgins, etc. 
From Symon comes Symonson, Simpson, 
Syme, Sim, Sims, MacKimmie (for Mac-
Simmie) ; from Walter there are Walters, 
Watt , Watson, Watts , M 'Wha t , M'Wal-
ters, M'Qouat, Wattie, M'Hat t i e (for 
M'Watt ie) ; from Andrew we get Ander-
son, Andrews, M'Andrew, M'Andie. So 
from Adam—Adamson, Adams, Adie, Ad-
dison, M'Adam. From Henry—Hender-
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son (Henrvson), Harr is (for Harry's), 
Harrison, Henson, Hanson, M'Kendrick, 
Hendrick, Hawkins. From Hugh—Howie-
son, Hughson, Hughieson, Hutchison, 
Hutcheon, Hutchinson, M'Hutchinson, 
M'Hutcheon, Howie, Howitt, Hughes, 
M'Ewen, M'Ewan. And so with many 
other similar names. 

The Addition of "Son." 
The method of assuming a surname by 

the addition of the word "son" seems to 
have originated in the latter half of the 
fourteenth century, and to have become 
prevalent during the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries. In a Banff charter of 
1377 one of the witnesses signs himself 
"John, son of Symon" ; in a charter of the 
same burgh dated 1378, two of the wit-
nesses signed respectively "John, son of 
Richard" and "William, son of Dyky." 
Similar signatures are to be found in Elgin 
charters up to about the same period. In 
one dated 1309, two witnesses signed re-
spectively "William, son of Adam" and 
"Richard, son of John ," whilst in 1368 a 
witness signs himself "Henry, son of Ro-
bert." In the following century such in-
dividuals would be known as John Symon-
son (or Simpson), John Richardson, Wil-
liam Dickie, William Adamson, Richard 
Johnson (or Johnston), and Henry Robert-
son. 

Sometimes the patronymic is not easily 
identified. Henderson is for Henryson, 
Anderson for Andrewson, and Sanderson 
for Sandison (son of Sandy), Alexanderson 
not being employed. These forms are due 
to Scandinavian influence. Harrison is 
for Harry 's son, Pattison and Paterson for 
Patrick's son. Gibson is from Gilbert, and 
Addison from Adam. Timson is from Tim-
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othy, and Petrieson from Peter. Other 
similar forms are Murchison from Mur-
doch, Ritson from Richard, Allison from 
Allan, Grierson from Gregor and Mathie-
son from Matthew (for Matthewson). 
Michelson, Mitchellson, and Michison are 
all from Michael, and Polson is from Paul. 
Manson has nothing to do with man, nor 
Lawson with law. The former is a short-
ened form of Magnus—son, and the latter 
of Lawrenceson. Inkson, like Manson, 
comes directly from a Scandinavian source 
and has no connection with the writing 
material. I t is a corruption of Ingeson, 
Inge being a Scandinavian personal name. 
A certain English dean has made it 
familiar to most people. 

Simpson is interesting as showing the in-
trusive letter " p " (for Sim-son), and in-
trusive " t " is seen in Mitchellson (already 
given), and Johnston (John-son). Esson 
may be a Scotch word meaning day-la-
bourer, but may also be the short form of 
Eddison (from Edward), whilst most auth-
orities consider that Whitton is for White-
son. This shows a change of principle in 
that the word "son" is added to a surname. 
Such a principle, however, does in fact 
exist. Other examples of such surnames 
are Bryson (from Bruce), Duffson (from 
Duff), Peddison (from Peddie), Christison 
(from Christie), Youngson, Clarkson, Herd-
son and Forsison (from Forsyth). Stein-
son is probably the Scandinavian name 
Stein (stone) and son, but may sometimes 
stand for Stevenson. 

The Gaelic "Mac." 
The use of the Gaelic word "mac" to 

denote "son of" does not seem to have been 
commonly employed in the North-East 
until several centuries later, but it was not 
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entirely unknown even in the fourteenth 
century. The name MacThomas occurs in 
the Elgin records in the fourteenth cen-
tury and the name M'Kayne in the fif-
teenth century, but neither in the records 
of Elgin nor in the records of Banff are 
such names met with at all frequently 
until the latter half of the eighteenth cen-
tury. In the Roll of Burgesses of the 
burgh of Elgin, recorded in 1712, only one 
such name appears, namely M'Andrew. 
Names of this kind have now become quite 
common in the district but it will be ob-
served that the only Gaelic part of a 
large number of these names is the Gaelic 
prefix "mac." To this class belong 
M'Robert, M'Robb, M'Robbie, M'Wil-
liam, M'Willie, M'David,' M'Andrew, 
M'Watt , M'Wattie, M'Hattie, M'Kimmie 
(for M'Simmie), M'George, M'Ritchie and 
M'Thomas. 

A few Irish surnames beginning with 
O' (son of) are to be found (such as O'Con-
nor), and an even smaller number of Welsh 
ones beginning with " a p " (son of)—for 
example Prosser, i.e., ap-Rosser—but they 
are so rare in the district as not to merit 
much attention. A peculiar Irish name is 
Hogan, which seems to have dropped the 
O'—it is O'Ogainn (son of the youth). 

The Possessive S. 
The use of the possessive S added to the 

Christian name seems to have been a late 
importation as far as the North-East of 
Scotland is concerned. I cannot find that 
i t was in general use in the Elgin district 
even as late as the first half of the eight-
eenth century. The name James Richards 
appears in a record of the Town Council 
minutes of the year 1764, but no such name 
appears until then in the records of Elgin 
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(as compiled by Cramond), and although 
Cramond's records are merely selected re-
cords, and the absence of such names is 
therefore no proof of their non-existence, 
the fact that none appears is certainly a 
sure indication that such surnames have 
been extremely rare. 

A perusal of the Annals of Banff 
(Spalding Club) confirms this impression. 
In these no such name appears until the 
year 1732, and then the name recorded 
(Peters) is that of an English soldier be-
longing to a regiment stationed at the time 
in the town of Banff. Moreover, the com-
mon name Chalmers is invariably written 
"Chalmer" in all the early records up ;o 
the middle of the eighteenth century. This 
class of surname is now, of course, fairly 
common. Edwards, Peters, Williams, 
Daniels, Stevens, Rogers, Philips, are all 
well known. Probably a large proportion 
have been imported from England. 

Most of them are obvious in form but 
one or two are slightly more unusual. 
Saunders is, for instance, a later form of 
Sanders (a Scotch diminutive of Alex-
ander). Davis and Davies have both 
dropped the " d . " Riches is for Ritchie's 
(diminutive of Richard) ; Harr is is for 
Harry 's ; Simmers is from a diminutive of 
Symon (Sim), Dodds from a pet-name jf 
George. Others of similar character are 
Willox and Wilcox (Willock's, from dim-
inutive of William"), Robins (Robert), 
Wilkins (William), Èttles (from Elias), 
Benzies (Bennie's), Bates (from Bar-
tholomew), Reynolds (from Reginald). 
Jenkins, which is found quite frequently, 
is a Welsh double diminutive of John, 
from the Dutch form Jan , (Jankins— 
Jenkins). The form Juncken (Johny-kin) 
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appears quite early in the North-East and 
is looked upon as a Scotch form. Just as 
the word "son" was added to surnames to 
form other ones, so has the possessive "s" 
been added. Thus have been formed sur-
names such as Cummings, Sheriffs, and 
Shireffs, Chalmers, Dackers, Skakels, 
Shirras, Brands, and Deans. But sur-
names of this kind are few in number. 

Diminutives. 
Diminutives form a not inconsiderable 

number of Scotch surnames. Common ex-
amples are Robb, Robbie, Ritchie, Dickie, 
Wilkin, Laurie, Edie, Adie, Dobie, Howie, 
Howitt (from Hugh), Davie, Watt, 
Wattie, Petrie, Peterkin, and Sim (also 
Simmie). Hitchcock is an English dimin-
utive of Richard. Michie is a diminutive 
of Michael, Murehie of Murdoch, and 
Wilkie of Will-ock-ie. Christie is in all 
probability the diminutive of Christian 
(some say Christopher), and Benzie that 
of Benjamin. Bartlet is a form from 
Bartholomew and Adcock from Adam. 

Not all diminutives are from personal 
names, however. The Scotch ending "ie" 
seems to have been added to all kinds of 
words to form diminutives, whilst in 
words of Gaelic origin it has taken the 
place of the Gaelic endings -ach and -an. 
This habit of forming diminutives of 
words is, of course, typical of the North-
East (e.g., wifie, streamie, housie, townie, 
etc.). And so we find such surnames as 
Glennie, Lambie, Dinnie, Brownie, 
Blackie, Brockie, Geddie, Grassie, Naugh-
-tie, Peggie, Finnie, Lawie, Peddie, and 
Cowie. 

Scotland is full of placenames ending in 
" ie" where the original word was Gaelic 
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and ending in -ach and -an (Edinglassie 
for Edinglassach). Surnames are found 
of similar formation. A few are Downie 
(downan—little hill), Barrie (barran— 
little hill), Tolmie (tolman—little hill), 
Levenie (levenach—elm tree), Lennie (lean 
—meadow) and Logie (logan—little hol-
low—itself a surname). Other surnames 
ending in -ie, not all of them real dimin-
utives, include Brodie, Birnie, Rettie, 
Carnie, Scobie, Scroggie, Stobie, Peggie, 
Cloggie, Boddie, Dargie, Garvie, Gellie, 
Gerrie, Torrie, Westie, Seggie, and Durie. 
Combie is Gaelic for Tommy, and Pat ten 
(paidean), also spelt Paton, is the Gaelic 
for Paddy (diminutive of Patrick). Royan 
is the Gaelic for "li t t le red man ," and 
Pollock (pollag) means "li t t le pool," 
whilst Sturrock may mean "low hill"' 
(Gaelic sturrag). The latter may, how-
ever, be not Gaelic but Scandinavian, and 
be for Storr-ock, a diminutive of Storr 
(big). In that case it would be the Scan-
dinavian equivalent of the Gaelic Morren 
(more-an, more—big). Rankin is a short-
ened form of Randolfkin (little wolf of 
fame). 

Gaelic Names. 
I have no intention of attempting to 

give anything like a comprehensive survey 
of Gaelic (Celtic) names, although a large 
number of these have become common sur-
names of the North-East. I t may be of 
interest, nevertheless, to scrutinise some of 
them. The common name MacKay, for ex-
ample, has nothing in common with the 
well-known Scandinavian surname Kay 
(jackdaw). MacKay is Mac-Aodh (son of 
Aodh or Ay, an ancient chieftain of the 
North). Other forms of MacKay are 
Mackie and M'Ghie. M'Queen is not the 
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son of the queen, but is from Mac-Sweyn 
(son of Sweyn—a famous Norwegian chief-
tain), and there is another form of the 
word, namely, M'Sween. M'Lean is not 
what it seems to be, but is short for Mac-
Gille-eoin (son of the servant of St John). 
Similar names are MacGillivray Mac-
Gille-bhrath (son of the servant of justice), 
and Macilwraith (Mac-Gille-Rath—son of 
the servant of luck). Macrae means the 
"son of luck" (Mac-rath), and another 
form of the same word is Macara. Mac-
kintosh is Mac-an-toisich (son of the chief) 
and Macintyre is Mac-an-t-saoir (son of 
the carpenter). Macnab (Mac-anab) 
means "son of the abbot." MacTaggart 
(Mac-an-t-sagairt) means "son of the 
priest," MacDougall (Mac-dubh-gall) is 
"son of the black stranger," MacGowan 
(Mac-gobhain) is "son of the smith," and 
MacConnachie (Mac-dhonnchaid) is "son 
of Duncan." MacBean, MacVean, Mac-
Beth, and MacBey are all closely con-
nected. They come from Mac-beathan 
(son of life). 

Some of the Celtic names, - especially 
those of the Western Isles, were originally 
not Gaelic but Scandinavian. MacSween, 
previously mentioned, belongs to this class 
(Sweyn was a Norse chieftain). Others of 
this kind include MacLeod (Mac-leot) 
where the name springs from the Norse 
chieftain Ljotr , M'Naughton from the 
Norse chief Nectan, Macaulay from the 
Norse chief Olaf (so Olsen—Olafson), and 
M'lver from the Norse chief Ivarr. Such 
names originate from the fact that the 
western coasts of Scotland were invaded 
by the Norwegians in the eighth and 
ninth centuries and were under their sway 
for a considerable period thereafter. These 
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Norsemen (or Scandinavians) also in-
vaded. and possessed most of the coastal 
regions of the North and East of Scot-
land and their influence was not broken 
unti l after the death of their famous chief-
tain, Thorfinn, in 1064. Many of the in-
habitants of the Moray F i r th coast are 
of Scandinavian descent, and i t is not to be 
wondered at tha t many of our surnames 
are Scandinavian. Had it not been for the 
ruthless expulsion from this territory of 
the more powerful inhabitants by David I. 
and Malcolm IV., the proportion of Scan-
dinavian names would have been much 
greater. In their place many Norman, 
Saxon and Flemish families were in-
stalled. 

Scandinavian. 
A considerable number, therefore, of our 

alleged "Highland" (i.e., Celtic) names 
are in effect Scandinavian, and of peculiar 
interest historically. I shall mention only 
other two, M'Corquodale and M'Askill. 
The original spelling of the former was 
evidently Mac-Thorketill, and the name 
was closely associated with the Scandin-
avian god Thor. The other half of the 
name (Ketill) is a Scandinavian word 
meaning sacred vessel or cauldron, from 
which comes our everyday English word 
"kettle." Thorketill (another form is 
Thorkell) was the name assumed by a 
Scandinavian chieftain who invaded 
Scotland, and hence the name M'Corquo-
dale means "son of Thorketill or Thor-
kell." The word M'Askill is of similar 
derivation. Asketill (as-Ketill—sacred 
cauldron or cauldron of the gods), other-
wise Askill, was the name of another 
Scandinavian invader. Thus the name 
M'Askill signifies "son of Askill." The 
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name Askell occurs (once only) in the 
Annals of Banff. In 1863 a Mrs Askell 
gave a gif t of silver Communion cups to 
the Parish Church of Banff. Non-Celtic 
surnames from the same sources are Thor-
burn, Thurburn, Thorogood, Thores (Thor-
burn—Thor's bear), and Osburn, Osborne 
(holy bear), Osgood (divine goat), Oswall 
and Oswald (divine power). 

In the case of many of our Highland 
names the Gaelic form is not the original 
form but merely that adopted by the Celts 
and incorporated in their language, from 
Greek, Latin, Saxon, and other languages. 
Such names naturally suffered changes to 
suit the language, and they have once more 
been given an English form that differs 
somewhat from the original. I t is to be 
noted in particular that the Gaelic 
language has an initial aspiration (sound 
" h " ) in the genitive case of masculine 
nouns which have no such aspiration in 
the nominative case ; also that the letters 
"mh" and "bh" are sounded like the Eng-
lish letter "v . " Thus Thomas in Gaelic 
is Tomas or Tammas, genitive Tamhais. 
Hence the surname MacTavish (son of 
Thomas). So from Paul (Pol) comes 
M'Phai l (son of Paul) ; MacPherson is 
"son of the parson" ; MacFarlane is son 
of Parlane, and M'Fadyen is son of 
Paddy (Paidean). Alexander is in Gaelic 
Alisdair ( " d " pronounced " t " ) , hence 
M'Allister (son of Alexander). Henry is 
Eanruig, from which we get M'Kendrick. 
John is Eoin, hence MacKayne. Samuel 
is Somhairle, hence M'Sorley. Tommy is 
Comaidh, hence M'Combie (son of 
Tommy). So MacKillop is son of Philip, 
MacKinlay is son of Findlay. Other names 
are M'Kerlie (son of Charlie), M'Brayne 
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(son of Brown), M'Kenzie (son of Kenny), 
M'Lucky (son of Luke). M'Andie is for 
M'Sandie (son of Sandy), and M'Kimmie 
is for M'Simmie (son of Sim or Symon). 
MacFarquharson is peculiar in that it has 
both ' 'mac" and "son." So has Mac-
Hutchison, but not M'Pherson (mac-pear-
san—son of the parson). 

Similar Meanings. 
Hence i t arises tha t we have a number 

of pairs of surnames tha t mean the same 
thing. Williamson, and MacWilliam, 
Donaldson and M'Donald, Robertson and 
M'Robert, Davidson and M'David, 
Georgeson and M'George are obvious. Not 
quite so obvious are such pairs as Ander-
son and M'Andrew, Henderson and 
M'Kendrick, Eddison and M'lver , Dun-
canson and M'Connachie, Finlayson and 
M'Kinlay, Paterson and M'Fadyen, 
Simpson and M'Kimmie, Grierson and 
M'Gregor, Thomas and M'Tavish (or 
M'Combie), Sanderson and M'Andie, 
Johnson and M'Kayne, Watson and 
M'Hat t ie , Polson and M'Phai l , Howieson 
and M'Ewen, Swanson and M'Queen. 

MacVean and M'Bean (M'Bain) are 
the same, as are M'Vey and M'Bey (also 
M'Beth), M'Dowell and M'Dougall, 
M'Donell and M'Donald. The former of 
each pair follows the Gaelic pronuncia-
tion, the lat ter does not. M'Phee and 
M'Duff both mean "son of Black." Mac-
Kinnon and MacKinven both mean "son 
of Fingon." 

There are several Gaelic surnames that 
commence with the word gille (servant) 
and which seem to have originated in the 
early days of Christianity in Scotland. 
Gilchrist means "servant of Christ, ' ' 
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Gillies "servant of Jesus," Gillan and Gil-
zean "servant of St John ." Such names 
have already been mentioned. Gillanders 
{gille-anrias) which means "servant of 
Andrew" (or St Andrew) probably belongs 
to this class. Another word that came to 
mean "servant" was the word maol (bald) 
—possibly because religious attendants 
were close-shaven. Hence Mellis (maol-
iosa) means "servant of Jesus" and is thus 
of the same meaning as Gillies. The sur-
name Malcolm is of similar origin. I t 
stands for maol-callum. Callum is the 
Gaelic for Malcolm but is really an equiv-
alent of Columba (Latin "dove," and 
Maol-callum) means "servant of Col-
umba" (St Columba). M'Callum means 
"son of the servant of St Columba." 
Other Gaelic surnames of similar 
formation are M'Lean (mac-gille-eoin) 
which means son of the servant of St 
John, MacLennan (son of the servant of 
St Finnan) and MacLellan (son of the 
servant of St Fillan). Gilfillan (servant 
of St Fillan) is a surname I have not met 
in the North-East. 

The use of the word maol (bald) as an 
equivalent of "servant" has led to the as-
sumption that the word Archibald is the 
same as Gillespie, and this idea is accepted 
in many quarters. This is obviously due 
to the fact that the word "bald" is pre-
sumed to represent the Gaelic "maol," and 
"arch" is the first syllable of Archbishop. 
Gillespie, as has already been explained, 
is Gaelic gille-easbuig—servant of the 
bishop. The surname Gilroy seems to come 
from the other meaning of gille (namely— 
young lad), and is for gille-ruadh (red 
lad). I t could, of course, be merely "red 
servant." Gilmour and Gil more, thought 
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generally to mean "servant of Mary," may 
also come from the meaning "lad"—mhor 
(big), and hence denote "big lad" or "big 
servant." 

Clan Names. 
Some of the best known Northern sur-

names are clan names. Unfortunately the 
derivation of a large proportion of these, 
in great measure due to their antiquity, 
is wrapped in obscurity, and is the subject 
of hot dispute. The perfervid Highlander 
cannot be persuaded tha t such names could 
be other than of Gaelic origin, whereas 
many antiquarians have considered that 
most of them have a Norman or Saxon 
origin. The fact that the great Norse in-
vasion of the Western coast in the ninth 
century, and the Norman invasion of Cen-
t ra l Scotland in the eleventh century, both 
took place before surnames were in general 
use, has rendered the problem more diffi-
cult to elucidate. To add to the confusion, 
alleged family historians (usually pre-
judiced beings who bear the family name) 
have in many instances recounted ridicul-
ous anecdotes to account for the origin of 
the name. There is scarcely a surname of 
note tha t has not got some such absurd 
story attached to it. Some of these his-
torians, moreover, claim to have traced 
their name back to the dim ages, in fact 
back to the time of Adam and Eve (and 
possibly to a time even before that era !) 
The name Urquhart , for example, has been 
traced (according to himself) by Sir 
Thomas Urquhar t of Cromartie right back 
to the Garden of Eden, and he assures us 
that the name Urquhar t has the same 
meaning as Adam—namely, "red-earth." 
However, whilst the various family stories 
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may be disregarded, some account must be 
given of names of so much importance. 

Shaw means in English "a small wood," 
but is an adaption of the Gaelic word 
Seagh (wood). The name belonged to a 
certain noble personage who was made 
keeper of the Castle of Inverness and given 
grants of lands in Inverness-shire b.v 
Malcolm IV. about 1161 for his aid in 
quelling a rebellion of the men of Moray. 
This man Shaw is said to be the Progen-
itor of the Mackintoshes. He was the 
great chief (or overlord), and the sur-
name Mackintosh (mac-an-toisich) means 
"son of the chief." His followers were 
known as Na Si'aich ("of the wood"). 
Hence the surname Shiach. Shaw is the 
name given to the Mackintosh clan. 

Cameron is claimed to be from the 
Gaelic cam-sron (hook-nose), Campbell to 
be from the Gaelic cam-boel (squint-
mouth), and Grant to be from the Gaelic 
Granda (ugly)—"d" in Gaelic is pro-
nounced as " t " in English. On the other 
hand others say that Cameron is of Nor-
man extraction and is the same as the 
French surname Cambronne, or Cambrun, 
and therefore that the family originated 
with one of the Norman barons. This 
theory is not to be lightly cast aside, as 
there appear in the Ragman Roll (the roll 
of those who swore fealty to Edward I. in 
1296) the names of Robertus de Cambrun 
and Johannes Cambrun. An ancient 
family of this name has existed since early 
times in France, a member of which, called 
the Count de Chambrun, died very re-
cently. However, the clan tradition is 
that the name was first given to one of the 
Norwegian conquerors of the Western Isles 
who had a hook-nose, and, that, like 
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several other of the great Highland fam-
ilies, the Camerons are of Scandinavian 
extraction (so MacLeod, Gunn, Macaulay, 
&c.). The clan belongs to Invemess-shire. 

Similarly, the name Campbell is said 
to be derived from a Norman knight, and 
there was undoubtedly a Sir Nigel de 
Campo Bello in Bruce's Parl iament in 
1320. I t is to be noted tha t Campus 
Bellus is the Latin for Fair-field (itself an 
English surname) and for Beauchamps 
(French for Fair-field and also an English 
surname). The fact that the name is al-
ways spelt with a " p " (campbell, never 
cambell) might give added weight to this 
theory. The district of the Campbells is 
Argyllshire. 

With regard to the name Grant there 
are many who incline to the belief that it 
had its origin in the French word grand 
(great), and that the family came from 
Normandy. Persons of the name of Grant 
were to be found in England as well as 
Scotland from early times, and a chron-
icler writing in Latin (as was the general 
rule with chroniclers of the period) gives 
the name of the Archbishop of Canter-
bury of the year 1229 as Richardus Mag-
nus (Richard Grand or Great—Richard 
Grant), presuming Grant to be the same 
as the French word Grand and the Latin 
Magnus. In Scotland the first persons of 
the name of Grant seem to have resided in 
Stratherrick (Inverness-shire). At least 
Gregory de Grant who was Sheriff of In-
verness-shire in the reign of Alexander 
I I . (1214-1249) became proprietor of the 
lands of Stratherrick. A Robert de Grant 
is mentioned in the Ragman Roll of 1296. 
In the fourteenth century the Grants ac-
quired lands in Strath-Spey and the clan 
has flourished there ever since. Probably 
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no clan name is so prevalent in any one 
district at the present day as that 
of Grant in Spey-side. 

The Munros and Others. 
The name Munro is shrouded in complete 

obscurity and I have found no derivation 
that seems at all satisfactory. I t is held 
by the biographers of the Munro clan that 
the Munros belonged to Northern Ireland 
and take their name from the River Roe, 
and, further, that the name was originally 
Bun-roe (mouth of the roe). Such a story 
has very little to commend it, but any 
other derivation that has been put forward 
appears equally unsatisfactory. A sugges-
tion is that the name was Mun-ross. As 
the clan belongs to Ross-shire, some connec-
tion with Ross is not at all improbable. 
Other forms of the name are Monro and 
Monroe, and as many Gaelic names com-
mence with mun or mon (either from 
monadh—mountain, or moine—marsh) i t 
seems most probable that the name is a 
Gaelic one. Moine—ruadh (red bog or 
marsh) is possible. [There is an English 
surname Redmarsh—or monadh—ruadh 
(red hill)!. If Ross is an original part, 
the name might refer to the hilly promon-
tory of Cromarty. 

Ross has been mentioned in dealing with 
Munro. I t is from the Gaelic word ros 
(promontory). Another Ross-shire sur-
name, Aird, has the same meaning, as also 
has another surname not uncommon in the 
North-East, namely, Rhind (from Gaelic 
roinn—promontory). Still another name, 
Stronach (little nose or promontory), may 
have the same meaning, although the last-
mentioned surname may be from the char-
acteristic (little nose). The first Earl of 
Ross of which there is record lived in the 
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twelfth century. For a period Ross was a 
common surname in the district, but per-
sons of the name have become much less 
numerous owing, i t is said, to the fact that 
many people who bore the name of Ross 
changed their surname to MacKenzie—the 
most powerful clan in Ross-shire. 

Whether that is the case or not, i t is 
certain that the name Ross was considered 
by many to be unlucky. Concerning this 
there is an amusing story related in a copy 
of the Banffshire Journal of over 60 years 
ago. Shortly before Sheriff Currie left the 
county of Banff an action was brought be-
fore him, in the Small Debt Court at 
Buckie, at the instance of a "hired man ," 
against the skipper of a herring-boat, for 
his seaman's wages. On the case being 
called, the pursuer stated tha t he had been 
dismissed by the defender without just 
cause; and indeed without any cause at 
a l l ; and the defender, on being asked what 
he had to say, at once admitted the dis-
missal, and to the great astonishment of 
the Sheriff, confessed tha t he had nothing 
to assign as a reason for it but merely the 
fact that the pursuer's name was Ross— 
"Ye see, my Lord, I did engage him, tho' 
I was weel tauld by my neibors tha t I 
sudna dee't, and that I cudna expec to hae 
ony luck wi' him, as i t was weel kent that 
"Ross" was an unlucky name. I thocht 
this was nonsense, but I ken better noo. 
He gaed to the sea wi' us for a week, and I 
canna say bit t ha t he did's wark weel 
enuch; but we never got a scale. Sae the 
next week I began tae think there bee't tae 
be something in fa t my neibors said ; sae 
upo' the Monday I wadna tak him oot, and 
left him ashore and tha t very nicht we had 
a gran' shot; an ye ken yersel', my Lord, 
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that i t wad hae been ower superstishus tae 
keep him after that , and sae I wad hae 
naething mair to dee wi' him, and put him 
aboot his business." The Sheriff was much 
amused with this novel application of the 
word "superstition" ; but, in spite of that 
application, he had no difficulty in at once 
deciding against the defender, with ex-
penses, taking occasion, whilst doing so, to 
read him a severe lecture upon his ignor-
ance and folly. The lecture, however, must 
have fallen on barren ground, as, on in-
quiry, we have ascertained that the " f re i t " 
in question is still as rife as ever, and that 
there is scarcely an individual among the 
community of white-fishers on our coasts, 
who, if he can avoid it, will buy or sell, or 
have any transaction whatever with any-
one of the obnoxious name of "Ross." 
(Banffshire Journal of 1871.) 

The name Rose, which is fairly common 
amongst us, and which is the name of a 
family that has been resident in Nairn-
shire since the twelfth century (Rose of 
Kilravock), is considered to be another 
form of Ross. However, the Roses them-
selves believe that their surname is Anglo-
Saxon and comes from the English word 
Rose (of the watering can). 

The Mackenzies. 
The clan MacKenzie, which is alleged to 

have swallowed up a number of the Ross's 
has been for many centuries the most power-
ful in Ross-shire, and the name has become 
widespread throughout Scotland. Its 
source is the word Kenneth (Gaelic coina-
ach), shortened form Kenny. MacKenzie 
is simply "son of Kenny." The name is 
interesting not only because of its power-
ful influence in the North, but also be-
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cause of the use of the letter "z"—Kenzie-
instead of Kennie. This feature of middle 
Scots will be discussed later. 

A branch of the clan MacKenzie is 
known as the clan Mhathain (of the bear— 
a favourite personal name of the Scan-
dinavians from which we have Thorburn, 
Osborne, etc.). Kenneth MacMathan is 
mentioned in the Norse account of the 
famous expedition of Hako, King of Nor-
way, against Scotland in 1263. The 
modern spelling is MacMahon (son of the 
bear). The form more often found in 
modern surnames, however, is Mathieson 
(son of the bear). In some cases, of course, 
this name has become confused with Mat-
thewson (son of Matthew)—a name which 
has no connection with the Highlands. 
Another spelling of the name is Matheson. 

Several of the Highland clans take their 
names from Norwegian chiefs who con-
quered the Northern and Western coasts of 
Scotland in the ninth and tenth centuries. 
The powerful clan MacKay (son of Aodh) 
takes its name from a Norwegian prince 
named Aodh (fire). This name is found 
sometimes as M'Y or even M ' l in earlier 
writers. The clan is domiciled in the ex-
treme North of Scotland. Gunn, a clan of 
the same district, derives its name from 
the Norwegian chief Gunn-r (war). Suther-
land or Southern-land was so called by the 
Norwegians (Sudrland). This has become 
a surname very common throughout the 
Northern half of Scotland. MacLeod (son 
of Leot or Ljotr—a name famous in Norse 
sagas)—has been already mentioned. I t is-
said that the clan Nicol sprung from a 
chieftain of the isles called Krycul. As 
the Celtir " r " is pronounced as English 
" n , " the word becomes changed to Nicol. 
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The word Nicol, however, can be derived 
from the Greek word Nicolas—"conquer-
ing people." 

Powerful Clans. 
But several of the clan names, and 

amongst them those which have become 
most powerful in the North-East of Scot-
land, are probably not of Celtic origin, 
nor have they had any connection with the 
Highlands. Three of the most notable 
(Forbes, Gordon, Fraser) have had a some-
what similar history. In the first place i t 
must be admitted tha t the meaning of each 
of the three is disputed and uncertain. All 
have existed from early times, and for all 
three, as may be expected with clan names, 
a Gaelic derivation is put forward by many 
people. With regard to the names Forbes 
and Gordon there is a fur ther similarity in 
that the story put forward by family his-
torians to explain their origin, is almost 
identical. In the case of both there is the 
story of a wild animal, when threatening 
danger, being slain by a young warrior—a 
fierce bear by the heroic "Forbes," a fierce 
boar by the heroic "Gordon." Both stories 
may be discarded without hesitation. The 
name Forbes has been from early times as-
sociated with Aberdeenshire and is possibly 
a territorial name like Fordyce (a name 
which is in fact linked with i t by some 
antiquarians). Those who claim for it a 
Gaelic origin derive i t from the Gaelic 
word ferbasach (bold man). This meaning 
may be regarded as just as probable as any 
other. 

The name Gordon has been the cause of 
even more and even wilder suggestions. 
Some consider tha t i t is from Gordonia, 
said to be an ancient town of Macedonia. 
Others assert t ha t it is French from Gour-
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don ; others still think i t is a Gaelic name 
and that the final syllable is dun (Gaelic— 
hill). The story about goring the boar 
may be regarded as nonsensical. On the 
whole it seems most probable tha t the name 
came from France, and tha t the first man 
of this name came over to seek his fortunes 
after the Norman Invasion. Caesar men-
tions (De Bello Gallico, Bk. V.) a tribe 
which lived in the district called Flanders 
and which he called Gorduni; moreover, 
the High Constable of France in 820 was 
Gordoun de Beuland, and there has been 
for a long time a Viscount de Gordoun in 
France, a title handed down from gener-
ation to generation since the earliest times. 

The first of the name in Scotland was 
one who was granted lands in Berwickshire 
early in the twelfth century and who pos-
sibly called the estate af ter himself—Gor-
don. The connection of the clan with the 
North of Scotland began about the year 
1320 when King Robert the Bruce granted 
Sir Adam de Gordon the lands of Strath-
bolgie (Strathbogie), for services rendered 
during the campaign in the district. Here 
Sir Adam founded a town called Huntly, 
and in this pa r t of the country the Gordons 
have flourished to this day. The clan be-
came easily the most powerful over a long 
period in the North-East , whilst their as-
sociation with Berwickshire ceased almost 
at once. The Gordons are definitely Aber-
deenshire. 

Fraser is probably from the French word 
fraise, fraisenl (strawberry). A Norman 
knight of this name settled in the Borders 
about the eleventh century. Thus the 
Frasers were, like the Gordons, a Border 
family unti l about 1308, when Simon 
Fraser married an heiress and with her he 
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acquired large estates in Inverness-shire. 
This was the origin of the Frasers of 
Lovat. The clan thereafter became very 
powerful in that par t of Scotland. As with 
other clans, so with the Frasers, a Gaelic 
origin is suggested, namely, friosal (frioth, 
forest, and siol, race—the race of the 
forest), but the weight of evidence inclines 
towards the theory that the name is cf 
Norman extraction. 

The name Cumming was an illustrious 
name in Scotland in the reign of David I . 
and William the Lion, and by the end of 
the twelfth century branches were estab-
lished both in Badenoch and Buchan. A 
Cumming (or Comyn) signed a charter of 
William the Lion at Elgin in the twelfth 
century, and for several centuries the Cum-
mings were the most powerful family in 
the North. But their power waned about 
the time of Robert the Bruce who slew one 
of this powerful family at Dumfries in 
1306. Their estates were shortly afterwards 
forfeited. The name, however, is still well-
known in the North, and although they 
were never so pre-eminent the Cummings 
continued to retain a certain influence. In 
earlier times the spelling varied (Comyn, 
Cumyn, Cumin—the last-mentioned form 
invites the story !), but it is now invariably 
Cumming. A member of the Aberdeenshire 
branch founded the village of Cumines-
town in 1760, whilst a Morayshire branch 
has given its name to a Morayshire village 
(Cummingstown). 

Ogilvie or Ogilbie is a territorial sur-
name of Angus. The family is descended 
from Gilchrist, and the name Ogilvie was 
assumed when the estate was acquired. I t 
is uncertain whether the name is derived 
from a personal name Ogle (ogle-by— 
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Ogle's town) or whether it is Gaelic mean-
ing "Yewtree h i l l . " A branch of the fam-
ily has been closely associated with the 
Banff district since the fourteenth century. 
The lairds of Deskford and Findlater, 
Boyne, and Dunlugas have figured largely 
in the local history of Banffshire, and at 
one time a branch of the family held the 
title of lord of Banff, with Banff Castle 
as his official residence. 

The Murrays. 
Murray is one of the best known names 

in Scotland but it is associated with Perth-
shire rather than with the county whence 
i t sprung. I t originated with a Flemish 
nobleman named Freskin who in 1130 was 
given a large par t of Moray (in the district 
of Duffus) by David I. His descendants 
took their name from their possessions 
there and became known as De Moravia— 
hence the form Murray. The family was 
not long associated with Moray, the chief 
of the family succeeding to estates in 
Perthshire whence most of the Murrays 
have sprung. 

Although their name was acquired from 
Moray this family must not be confused 
with that of the Earls of Moray. King 
Robert the Bruce granted, for services 
rendered, the Earldom of Moray to Sir 
Thomas Randolph (just as he gave the 
Lordship of Strathbogie to Sir Adam de 
Gourdon in 1320). The title (Earl of 
Moray) was later held by the family of 
Dunbar, and then attainted. In 1501 
James IV. bestowed the title on his 
natural son, James Stewart. James Stew-
art died without male issue and in 1562 
the Earldom of Moray was given by the 
Queen Mary to Lord James Stewart, a 
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natural son of James V. The Stuart 
family has held it ever since then. Mary 
preferred the spelling Stuart and from her 
time the name of the family has been 
known as Stuart . Both forms are met 
with frequently in the present day sur-
names. 

This name Stewart or Stuart is one, be-
yond all others, associated in most people's 
minds with the Highlands of Scotland. 
Yet it is undoubtedly that of a family with 
no Celtic connection, and the name is de-
void of any Gaelic influence. I t means 
simply styward (keeper of the sty). The 
name Stewart was used to denote the per-
son in charge of the Royal Household, and 
on a certain English nobleman of Norman 
extraction (Walter Fitzalan) being ap-
pointed Lord High Steward of Scotland, 
he assumed the title as a surname and his 
descendants were called Stewards or 
Stewarts. 

Extinct Surnames. 
I t is but natural that with the passage 

of time many surnames lapse and become 
extinct. Perhaps, as has been hinted with 
regard to nicknames, they excited ridicule 
and were discarded; possibly in many 
cases the family that bore the name died 
out. It may be interesting to recall some 
of these earlier names. 

In the 16th century persons of the name 
of Junken (Johny-kin or Littlejohn) lived 
in Banff and Elgin. The name Red-
heid or Reidheid is recorded in both 
places. To the same period, too, 
belong names such as Glassinwrycht 
(glasswright), Hatmaker, Litilione, 

Maltman, Oirsman, Stone, Cur, Clay, 
Saddler, Thorne, Swyne, Rodan, Mus-
set, Corbane, Dunbreck, Pilmoir, Gaw, 
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MacBrek, Ryot, Smothstone, and Psalter. 
The name Gaderaris, frequent in the re-
cords of Elgin for several centuries, is 
written Gatherer in the eighteenth century 
and now seems to have disappeared. Other 
names tha t figure in the seventeenth cen-
tury and the eighteenth century and are 
not heard of now are Cow, Culback, Dirom, 
Puggit (Stocky), Shuniman, Colpriest, 
Gedlie, Gillemichel, Fiddler and Faillie. 

Earlier still, in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, appear names such as 
Goslyn, Irynpurs, Irynpins, Ostelare and 
Hostiller (inn-keeper), Pilche, Filch, 
Spine, Flegger, Currour (courier), Tavern-
ire (inn-keeper), Pingile, Ralphson, Ter-
nivay, Scullion (rogue), Kenzie, Sway, 
"Wilman, Colysone, Lauchlanson, Rude, 
Auldsorne, and Catour (caterer). Some 
of these have been noted when treating of 
nicknames, but i t seems surprising t h i t 
surnames like Ralphson and Lauchlanson 
have ceased to exist. In the Inverness dis-
trict, which I have not included in what 
I call the North-East, appears names such 
as Gilleduff, MacGilleduf, MacGillespy 
and MacGillanderis. Gillespie and Gil-
landers are still well-known without the 
"mac" ; Gilleduff seems to have dis-
appeared. 

A Change of Form. 
Many of the early names which have 

continued to exist have suffered a change 
of form. This is not to be wondered at if 
for no other reason than the fact that, for 
several centuries after the adoption of sur-
names became general, very few of the in-
habitants were able to write even their 
own names, and many of those who could 
write could not spell except in a kind of 
phonetic way. When exactly spelling was 
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an accomplishment in Scotland, one can-
not say with assurance. Perhaps it was 
so about fifty or one hundred years ago. 
At any rate the older generation amongst 
us deplore i t as a lost art, and on the other 
hand there is abundant evidence to prove 
that for a period extending over centuries 
it was an art tha t was distinguished by its 
frailty rather than by its strength. Never-
theless, the phonetic method adopted in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has 
much to commend it, and gives us the clue 
often as to how a word was pronounced. 

When we see the name Saidler (1543), 
for example, we know at once how the 
name sounded as spoken by the inhabitants 
of the time. So with Chrystie. But as 
there was, unfortunately, no uniform 
method of representing the sounds we are 
just as often led astray. The same name 
Saidler for instance, is recorded at differ-
ent times as Saidler, Sadlar, Saddler. The 
common name Taylor is thus spelt during 
this period : Taillzour, Tailzour, Talzour, 
Tailzeour, Tayleour, Talveour, Tayleor, 
Tailyor, Tailor, Taylor. In 1681 the bur-
gesses of Elgin (as in other towns) had to 
sign an oath to abide by the Confession of 
Faith. A note appended informs us that 
James Chalmer, notary public and town 
clerk, added the names of twenty-seven 
persons "because they cannot wreat." In 
1702 at Banff three of the bailies write the 
word bailie after their signatures thus: 
balive, baylive, bailvie. Out of seven 
councillors who signed on the same occa-
sion, six wrote thus : Councellor, Coun-
seler, Cownseller, Counceler, Counseler, 
Councelor. From letters written in the 
seventeenth century by prominent 
persons such as Sir John Seton, 
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t h e Duchess of Gordon , etc., we 
get spel l ings as l i t t e l ( l i t t l e ) , anuf 
(enough) , wayk (weak) , midow (meadow), 
t r o u l i e ( t r u l y ) , r ed ing ( r ead ing ) , h y l a n d 
( h i g h l a n d ) , Cussan (cous in) , s a rvan t 
( s e rvan t ) , l aughf ( l a u g h ) , a n d rogs 
(rogues) . One need no t be su rp r i s ed t h a t 
s u r n a m e s h a v e a l t e red considerably and 
a t t a i n e d va r ious disguises. Nevertheless 
t h e r e a re c e r t a i n cha r ac t e r i s t i c s i n Middle-
Scotch (1450-1650) t h a t p rov ide enl ighten-
men t . To m e n t i o n only a few : 

(1) the letter " i" is added:— 
(a) a f te r a long vowel. Thus glaid (glade), 

oir (oar), Foirdyse (Fordyce). Poip (Pope). 
(b) a f te r "y." Thus fy i re (fire), Chryistie 

(Christie), Kyill (Kyll). 
(2) " a " and "o" were often interchanged. 

Thus bane (hone), Caldcotts (Coldcotts). Mair 
(Moir). The surname Mair is not always for 
Mayor (officer), but r a the r is a var iant of 
More and Moir (big). 

(3) -ch was often sounded -tch. Thus Richie 
(Ritchie), Michell (Mitchell), Hucheon (Hutch-
eon), Riches (Ritchie's), Flescher (Fletcher). 

The surname Michie which we would expect 
to be sounded Mitchie (diminutive of Michael), 
is a notable exception. Yet we have Michison 
sounded Mitchieson. 

(4) Final "d" and " t " interchangeable. Thus 
servand (servant), Gauld, Gault. 

(5) Final "d" and "t" superfluous. Thus bar-
rand (barren), Warrand (Warren), Reacht 
(riach), Stronocht (Stronach), Scherund (Shir-
ran) . 

(6) "d" used before "r."' Thus fader (father), 
Gaderer (gatherer), Carruderis (Carruthers), 
Foddiryngham (Fotheringham). 

(7) "L" intrusive and not sounded. Thus 
golf (goff), Chalmer (chamber), Baldon (Bad-
don), Halden (Hadden). 

(8) S for sh. Thus Sew (shew), Serar 
(Shearer). 

19) Sch for sh or S. Thus Schir (Sir),Schand 
(Shand), Scherund (Shirran), Schipheard (Shep-
herd). 
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(10) Sc for S. Thus Sclater for Slater, 
Sclanders for Slanders. 

(11) v used for w. Thus Villiam (William), 
Vallas (Wallace), Vardan (warden), Void 
(Wood), Edvart (Edwart). 

(12) R frequently transposed. Thus thristy 
(thirsty), Bridie (Birdie), Brid (Bird), Proster 
(Forester and Forster). The surname Birnie is 
found as Byrneth, earlier Brenoth. 

(13) -ie written ye. Thus Cowye (Cowie), 
Ho wye (Howie). 

Probably the most interesting feature was 
the "1" and " n " (liquid Mouille). The 
old scribal letter 3 was represented by the 
letter Z, and has caused some misunder-
standing. I t was sounded Y and has be-
come confused with the letters Y and Z. 
Some of the words in which i t was used 
keep the old pronunciation (e.g., caper-
caillzie), but most of them have changed. 
Thus Lenn3e (Lennie) is written and 
pronounced Lenzie; Menn3ies (Mennies) 
is now Menzies ; MacKen3ie has become 
MacKenzie. Placenames showing the 
same change are Cockenzie, Foulzie, etc. 
A few others in which some confusion 
exists are Gilyeane, Gilzean, Gillan; 
Dalyell and Dalziel; Taileour, Tailzeour, 
Tailor; Benzie, Benzies (Bennie). At one 
stage the letters n j were pronounced hard 
(as ng), and this is still the pronuncia-
tion of the surname Menzies in the Elgin 
district. The pronunciation of Enzie 
(Banffshire) may be compared with this. 
The use of the letter Z to represent Y is 
obvious in such words as Zeir (year), 
Zoung (Young). 

Earlier Spellings. 
The influence of Gaelic is discernible in 

the earlier spelling of many surnames. In 
Gaelic "bh" was pronounced as "w" and 
certain forms follow the correct pronuncia-
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tion, e.g. Dow, Dowglass. But from the 
same word are also found the forms Duff 
and Dove (Dubh-black). F ina l -th not 
pronounced leads to the early forms Forsy 
(Forsyth), and Forsison (son of Forsyth). 
So with -ch. Imlach, (Imlay), Finlach 
(Findlay). Tulach has become Tulloch but 
also Tullo and Tully. Gillepatrick has 
become Kilpatrick, Gillespoc has become 
Gillespie. Strathauchin has degenerated 
into Strachan, Kynecorn into Kinggorn 
then Kinghorn ; Auchinleck into Affleck; 
Grantulie into Garntuly and then Gartly. 
The placenames of the North-east give 
numerous examples of the corruption of 
Gaelic forms in our present day 
vocabulary. 

A few other old forms are Bonaire 
(Bonner), Farchard and Farchar (Far-
quhar), Ballenden and Bellenden (Ballan-
tyre), Macynhyne (MacKinnon), Flessour 
(Fletcher), Skadkayll (Skakle), Skir-
micheour (Scrymgeour), Michell, Mechell, 
Mychael, (Mitchell), Brabunar, Breboner, 
Brabner, Braibner (Brebner and Brem-
ner), Urchard and Uchard (Urquhart) . 
Brothy (Brodie), Sclatare (Slater), 
Dasone (Desson), Barroune (Barron), 
Mareschall (Marshall), Sanders (Saun-
ders), Fui rd (Ford), Rotherfuird (Ruther-
ford), Shiels (Shields), Bower (Bowyer), 
Berkele (Barclay), Boynd (Boyne), 
Browster and Browdster (Brewster). 

Tee-Names. 
An interesting side-light upon surnames 

of the North-east of Scotland is revealed 
by the tee-names adopted by members of 
the fishing community along the Moray 
F i r th coast. As a rule a tee-name is as-
sociated with a part icular family surname. 
Thus among the Fletts a characteristic 
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tee-name is "Cornal ," among the Mairs 
"Bobbin," among the Woods "Doo," 
among the Smiths "Bodie," and "Bogen" 
and "Bo," among the Imlachs "Boats," 
among the Reids "Gug," among the Camp-
bells "Tha in , " among the Cowies "Dosie'" 
and "Codlin," and among the Murrays 
"Costie." But this is not an unexcep-
tional rule, as the tee-name "Cornal" is 
associated with the Cowies, the tee-name 
"Curly" is found both among the Watts 
and the Geddeses, "Wildie" among the 
Smiths and the Woods, and the tee-name 
"Bo" is found associated with no fewer 
than four groups of names—that of Smith, 
of Geddes, of Reid, and of Gardiner. 
Several tee-names are, of course, employed 
in each group to denote various branches 
of people who bear the same name. 

As with surnames, so with regard to tee-
names, it will be found that they may be 
grouped together under various classes. 
Some denote position or trade, such as 
Prince, King, Skipper, Bosun, Sodger, 
Provost, Sailor, Farmer, Laird, Post, 
Parson, Dockar, Gauger, Hooker, Caird. 
Others are from Christian (baptismal) 
names as Charlie, Jamesie, Jocksy, J im, 
Jeam, Davick, Jamick, Dodie, Saunock, 
Will, Willockie, Johndie—all, it will be 
observed, pet diminutives. Others still 
seem to be drawn from common surnames. 
These include Milne, Sinclair, Hay, Fav-
qyhar, Fraisie, Bruce, Dey, and Rhind. 
But by fa r the greater number belong to 
the class denoting personal characteristics. 
A few of this numerous class are Curly, 
Rosie, Bodie, Redhead, Shanker, Bobbin, 
Geekie, Carrot, Scroggie, Bogan, Bauch, 
Sheepy, Thumbie, Dumpy, Shavie, Beggie, 
and Dandie. One or two very exceptional 
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tee-names found are Joseph's Son, Bullen 
Peter 's Son, Dodie Bobbin, Costie Bird, 
Shybobbin, and Helen's Dod. I t seems far 
from improbable that a certain portion of 
these tee-names will in the future become 
ranked as ordinary surnames. I t is, in 
fact, declared that a number of our present 
day surnames were originally tee-names. 

Alteration in Surnames. 
Many and varied are the means where-

by people have acquired their surnames. 
When it is remembered tha t unti l compara-
tively recently the registration of births 
was not compulsory, we need not be sur-
prised that alteration in surnames was 
numerous. But in spite of the restrictions 
now imposed, and the multitudes of records 
tha t are kept by various public bodies, 
surnames are altered to-day just as fre-
quently, one may suspect, as ever they 
were. Actresses, boxers, and other such 
public performers adopt a professional 
name that will sound well and thereby 
attract the attention of the public ; and in 
certain instances without a doubt, where 
this adopted name has succeeded in estab-
lishing itself as a favourite, the real name 
is conveniently discarded for ever, and the 
adopted one descends to later generations. 
Criminals and others whose life may have 
come under a cloud, start off afresh in an-
other district under another name in order 
to disassociate themselves entirely from 
their past life. Business men, and partic-
ularly foreigners, often assume a trade 
name which in many cases becomes a per-
manent family name. Foreigners who come 
to Britain to trade naturally wish their 
business, for the sake of profit, to be re-
garded as a British concern, and they 
therefore assume a Brit ish name. The 
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Jewish habit in this respect has become so 
well-known as to be proverbial. 

Pride in a name, possibly eminent in the 
district, produced a custom that has been 
observed in Scotland for several centuries 
—the heir to an estate assumes the name of 
the previous owner, and thus the name and 
its association with the estate become per-
petuated. And such is the ignorance, or 
shall we say the indolence, of the average 
citizen that the bearer of such a name is 
revered for the name's sake, even although 
were the t ru th known, he has very little, if 
any, more right to bear the illustrious 
name than any other inhabitant of the dis-
trict. Perhaps the heir was a sister's son ; 
perhaps he married the owner's daughter 
or the owner's niece, possibly he was 
merely a favourite friend. This form' of 
deception and snobbery is in some ways 
pardonable; but it has had a powerful 
effect upon the average inhabitant of less 
exalted rank, many of whom seem to wor-
ship the very name. 

I remember being in conversation with a 
worthy business man who belonged to a 
burgh founded by a member of a family 
eminent in the district. The present repre-
sentative of the family is undoubtedly an 
able personage, but when the burgher, a 
great admirer of the landowner, boasted of 
the latter 's name and how his family were 
illustrious from the thirteenth century, I 
dared to intervene with the suggestion that 
the name existed from such early times, 
but that the present landowner's family 
were not entitled to i t for anything like 
that period, if at all. My remark was 
taken as an insult, and roused my friend's 
indignation. Such an idea was utterly 
preposterous and incredible ! But I was 
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able to show him, from the private history 
of the family, tha t in 1702 the third son 
of a landowner who belonged to a different 
par t of the country and had quite a differ-
ent name, married the only daughter of 
the then laird, and on succeeding to the 
estate sometime afterwards adopted the 
surname of his father-in-law. The 
burgher's amazement was so great and his 
chagrin so genuine as to be utterly ludi-
crous. How many other names of Scottish 
landowners that have existed from time 
immemorial, have been enabled to exist by 
similar means, I shall leave the student of 
history to find out for himself. 

I cannot close without mentioning a 
change of nomenclature tha t is not quite so 
authentic, even although it is related by 
Professor Cosmo Innes who, since he was 
Professor of History at Edinburgh, can-
not be suspected of authorising any his-
torical episode tha t is not based on fact. 
He tells us tha t in Dublin, about the end 
of the eighteenth century, lived a humble 
shopkeeper called Half-penny. This shop-
keeper's business flourished and so his 
family, becoming somewhat proud, desired 
to have their surname changed. The 
father was duly persuaded and in later 
years was known as Mr Halpen. After 
his father 's death the son, now rich and 
no longer connected with any shop, 
dropped the " h " and called himself Mr 
Alpen. But he was not yet satisfied and 
whether i t was because he came to Scotland 
is uncertain, but at any rate he thereafter 
attached the Scotch patronymic "mac" to 
the beginning of his name. He was now 
Mr M'Alpen, and his descendants became 
M'Alpine—one of them no doubt being a 
Kenneth M'Alpine! Such, we are as-
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sured on such good authority, was the 
evolution or metamorphosis of our humble 
Half-penny ! 

Most people of the North-east, however, 
have been content to retain the name of 
their forefathers, and it is remarkable, all 
things considered, how numerous are the 
names, that still exist in the district, that 
were to be found when surnames came into 
use away back in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. Many of the changes 
that have occurred have been incidental 
rather than deliberate—although the pre-
sent generation does show a tendency to 
be discontented with a plain surname and 
is satisfied with nothing less than a 
hyphenated, incongruous nomenclature! 
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A n A p p e n d i x . 

Abel: breath or spirit—Hebrew. 
Abercrombie, Abercromby: mouth of the Crom-

bie—place-name—Gaelic. 
Aberdeen: mouth of the Don—place-name. 
Aberlour: mouth of the Dour—place-name. 
Abernethie: mouth of the Nethy—place-name. 
Abrams: of Abram. 
Adam: men or Red-earth—Hebrew. 
Adams: of Adam. 
Adamson: son of Adam. 
Addison: son of Adam (addie, diminutive of 

Adam). 
Adie: diminutive of Adam. 
Affleck: stoney field or field of tlhe stone—cor-

ruption of Aiichinleck—achadh-nan-leac— 
Gaelic place-name. 

Agnew: lamb—French, Agneau. 
Aiken: diminutive of Adam (adkin-atkin) or 

Scotch (oaken). 
Aikman: oak—man. 
Aitken: Scotch form of diminutive of Adam 

(Atkin). 
Alexander: defender of men—Greek. 
Allan: handsome—alainn—Gaelic. 
Allardes: earlier form of Allerdyce. 
Allister: a Gaelic form of Alexander—alisdair— 

Gaelic. 
Allen: same as Allan. 
Allgood: characteriatic. 
Allison: son of Allan (for Allan-son)—a dimin-

utive form. 
Alpin: an ancient British chief—probably from 

Albinus (Latin, white). 
Anderson: son of Andrew—from Scandinavian 

form Anders. 
Andrew: brave—Greek. 
Andrews: of Andrew. 
Angler: occupation. 
Angus : unique strength- aonghas—Gaelic. 
Annand, Annan: stream—a-nant—Celtic. 
Annandale: valley of the Annan—place-name. 
Anton: worthy of praise—from Latin Antonius. 
Archer: occupation. 
Archibald: precious, bold; but accepted as 

equivalent to Gillespie. 
Argo: windy height—ard-gaoith—Gaelic. 
Armstrong: characteristic. 
Arnold: eagle-power—arn-weald—Scandinavian. 
Arnolds: of Arnold. 
Arnot: eagle—arn-ot (diminutive suffix)—Scan-

dinavian. 
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Asher: fortunate—Hebrew. May sometimes de-
note occupation. 

Askell: holy-cauldron—short form of Asketill— 
Scandinavian. 

Auchinachie: "field of the field"—achadh-na-
achadh—Gaelic. 

Auchinleck: stoney field or field of stone— 
achadh-nan-liac—Gaelic. 

Auchleck: another form of Auchinleck. 
Aukland: oak-land—place-name. 
Auld: old or burn—allt—Gaelic. 
Auldcorne: burn of the hollow—allt-coirein— 

Gaelic. 
Austin: short form of Angustine—of Angustine 

—Latin, enalted. 
Avin: stream—abhainn—Gaelic. 

Baddn, Baldone: headstrong—Scandinavian. 
Badenoch: fu l l of knolls—badanach—Gaelic 

place-name. 
Baikie: black-headed gull—Scandinavian. 
Baillie: office or position. 
Bain: white—ban—Gaelic. 
Bairnsfather , Barn fa the r : fa ther of the child. 
Bai rd : a form of Bard—poet—Gaelic. 
Baker : occupation. 
Balgowan: the smith's place—Scotch smiddy— 

bal-goghain—Gaelic. 
Bal lantyne; place of the fire—bal-an-teine. 

Gaelic. 
Balloch: a pass—bealach—Gaelic. 
Bannerman: standard-bearer—occupation. 
Barber, Barbour : occupation—barber. 
Barclay: f rom de Berkelei—of the birklea— 

birch-lea—birch-meadow. 
Barlow: bare-hill—law=hill. 
Barnet, Barne t t : for Baronet—title-name. 
B a r r : hill-top—barr—Gaelic. 
Barr ie : hill-top—diminutive—barran—Gaelic. 
Bar ron: title-name. 
Bar t le t t : diminutive of Bartholomew—son of 

one's own brother—Hebrew. 
Bar ton: barley field or barley-farm—bere ton 

(A.S.). 
Bates: of Bartholomew—a diminutive form. 
Baxter : bagster—baker—occupation. 
Begg: small—beag—Gaelic. 
Beith: birch—Gaelic; or beit=pasture—Scan-

dinavian. 
Bell: sign-name; or from French belle—hand-

some. 
Bellamy: sweetheart—bel ami—French. 
Bellenden: a form of Ballantyne. 
Bennet: diminutive of Benedict—blessed-

Latin. 
Benton : dwelling on the bent or moor. 
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Benzie, Bennie: diminutive of Benjamin. 
Benzies: of Benzie. 
Berry: hillock—bearraidh—Gaelic; sometimes 

for Bury=town 
Bethune: from the French town Bethune— 

place-name. 
Beveridge: beaver—ridge. 
Beverley: beaver-lea or meadow. 
Biggar: builder—Scotch. 
Birnie: burnt-heath; Brenoth—Gaelic—place-

name. 
Birse: place-name—derivation uncertain; or 

characteristic—"."age." 
Bisset: from de Bysset, a Norman K n i g h t -

French Bis=brown. 
Black: colour. 
Blackie: colour—diminutive. 
Blackwood: a t the black wood—place-name. 
Blackhall: a t the black ihouse—place-name. 
Blaikie: pale—bleilc—Scandinavian. 
Blair : plain or battle-field—blar—Gaelic. 
Blake: pale—bleik—Scandinavian. 
Blanchard: white—blanch-ard—French. 
Bland: characteristic. 
Bliss: happiness. 

Blyth : characteristic—gay. 
Blue: colour. 
Boath, Booth : hut . 
Boddie. Bodie: small or puny—Scandinavian; 

also, tee-name. 
Bolton: hall-place—bold is a word meaning 

hall. 
Bonar, Bonner: handsome—debonnaire—de 

bonair—French. 
Boness: Borrowstouness—place-name. 
Bonnyman: characteristic "handsome," or oc-

cupation "bone-setter." 
Bowden: hall-valley—bold-dene. 
Bowie: yellow—buidhe—Gaelic. 
Bowman: user of the bow—occupation. 
Bowyer; occupation—bow-maker. 
Bovd: vellow—bnidh—Gaelic. 
Boyes, Boyce (old form, Boice): of the wood— 

Du Bois—French. 
Brand: sword—Scandinavian. 
Brands: of Brand. 
Brandy: diminutive of Brand. 
Brander: one who brands—occupation. 
Brebner. Bremner: Brabant-er—belonging to 

Brabant—a Flemish town. 
Brewster: occupation—embroiderer. 
Bridy: a form of Birdie—nickname for a young 

fellow. 
Brig: Scotch form of Bridge. 
Brians: of Brig. 
Bridges: of Bridge—English form of Briggs. 
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Brock: badger—broc—Gaelic. 
Brockie: diminutive of Brock. 
Brodie: old form Brothy. 
Brown: colour. 
Brownie: -diminutive of Brown. 
Bruce: of the brushwood—brosse—French, 

originally Scandinavian. 
Brunton: burnt-stone—from Brunstane—place-

name. 
Bryant: de Brionne—Brian—strength—Welsh. 
Bryce: a form of Bruce. 
Bryson: son of Bryce. 
Buchan: cow-pastaire—place-name. 
Budge: goat-fur— bouge or bouc=goat (French). 

Hence "pompous." 
Buie: yellow—buidh—Gaelic. 
Bulloch. Bullock: bullock. 
Burd: a form of Bird. 
Burgess: citizen—Bourgeois—French. 
Burke: Irish form of Burgh—town. 
Burness: burn-house—a form of Burns. 
Burnett : de Burnard— from brunette—brown-

French. 
Burns: probably from Burness—burn-house. 
Burr: a strong, thick-set person. 
Burrell : coarse cloth—weaver of such—rustic. 
Butcher: occupation—bouchior—French. 
Butchart: 'big mouth'—bouchard—French. 
Butler: occupation—in charge of the bottlery 

or pantry. 
Buyers, Byres, Byers: of the byre. 

Cadger: occupation—pedlar—Scotch. 
Caie, Cay: Kay—Jackdaw—Scandinavian. 
Cairns: of the cairn. 
Caird: occupation—tinker, hawker—Scotch. 
Calder: wooded stream—coille-dyr—Gaelic. 
Callum: Gaelic for Malcolm—from Columba— 

'dove.' 
Cameron: hook-nose—cam-sron (if Gaelic) or 

from de Cambrun. 
Campbell: squint-mouth—camboel (if Gaelicl or 

from De Campo Bello, i.e., Fairneld or 
Beauchamps. 

Cant : cheerful—Scotch. 
Capell: old horse or nag—Scotch and Scandin-

avian—also Gaelic from Latin Caballus. 
Cardno: rooky ground—carnach—Gaelic. 
Cargill: white-fort—caer—geal—Gaelic—Some-

times for Carngyll. 
Carngyll: white-cairn—carn-geal—Gaelic. 
Carle: rustic, boorish—Karle—Scandinavian— 

from Latin Carolus. 
Carnie: stony ground—diminutive of carn (or 

carnach)—Gaelic. 
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Carnegie: windy height — carn-na-gaoith— 
Gaelic. 

Carrie: a diminutive from carr . 
Carr: marsh—cathar - Gaelic. 
Carru th : red moss or red marsh—cathar-ruadh 

—Gaelic. 
Carruthers: of the red marsh land—cathar-

raadh-tir—Gaelic. 
Carter : occupation. 
Carrol: rustic, boorish—from Carolas—see 

Carle. 
Carver: occupation—woodcarver. 
Cassels: of the castle. 
Cassie: brave—cathasach—Gaelic. 
Castle: a t the castle. 
Cathcart : for t on the cart—cathar-cart. 
Cattanach—belonging to clan Chattan—of St 

Catan—hairy—Gaelic (cattanach). 
Chalmer: room—used for chamberlain—master 

of the rooms. 
Chalmers: of the chalmer—of a chamberlain. 
Chambers: a form of Chalmers. 
Chapman: occupation—pedlar—Scotch. 
Chappie—by the chapel 
Charles: rustic, boorish—Latin Carolus. 
Chepman—a form of Chapman. 
Cheyne—oak—from Norman baron le Chien— 

French, chene. 
Ghesser: huntsman—chasseur—French. 
Chisholm: gravel-island—cisel-holm. A.-S. 
Chivas: same as Schivas—prosperity—seam has 

—Gaelic. 
Chree: heart—cridhe—Gaelic. 

Christ ian: characteristic. 
Christie: diminutive of Christian. 
Churchill: church-hill—at the hill near the 

church. 
Chrystal: Christ-bearer—Scotch form of Christ-

opher—Greek. 
Clark, Clarke: occupation—Clerk. 
Clarkson: eon of Clark. 
Clayton: a t the clay-place or pit. 
Clogg: a heavy shoe—one who wears clogs. 

Cloggie: diminutive of Clogs—wearer of clog-
shoes. 

Clubb: nickname from a heavy staff. 
Clunas: meadow by the stream—cluan-uisge— 

Gaelic. 
Clunes: a form of Clunas . 
Clyne: meadow—cluain—Gaelic. 
Cobban: double diminutive of Jacob. 
Cock: sign-name, or nickname from the bird. 
Cockburn: burn frequented by moor fowl. 
Cogle: war-like—cogail—Gaelic. 
Collet: bald—Kollet—Scandinavian. 
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Collie: probably for Coalie—black—or denotes 
coal dealer. 

Collier: occupation—coal worker or charcoal-
burner. 

Collins: of Colin. 
Collinson: son of Colin. 
Colysone: son of Collie or for Collinson—son 

of Colin. 
Combie: Tommy—Gaelic form. 
Conn: wisdom—conn—Gaelic. 
Connel: conflict—conghal—Gaelic. 
Connon: united stream—con-avon—Gaelic. 
Cook: occupation. 
Cooper: occupation—dealer. 
Cordiner: shoemaker—old form cordwainer— 

cordouanier—Frencjh. 
Cormack: charioteer—corb (chariot) m a c -

Gaelic. 
Cornet: occupation—cornet-player. 
Corner: occupation—horn-blower or horn-

maker. 
Cosser, Cossar: occupation—horse-dealer-

Scotch. 
Courtenay: short-nose—courte nez—French 
Cowan: builder of dry-stone dykes—Scotch. 
Cow: nickname from the animal or for Gow 

(Gaelic=Smith). 
Cowie: diminutive of Cow. 
Coward: occupation—cow-herd. 
Cowieson: son of Cowie. 
Cox, Cocks: son of Cock. 
Craig: rock—creag— Gaelic. 
Craigie: diminutive of Craig. 
Craigen: splay-footed—craigein—Gaelic. 
Craib: a form of crab—nickname. 
Craik: rock—creag 'pronounced Craik)—Gaelic. 
Crabb, Crabbe: crab—nickname. 
Cramond: fort on the Almond. 
Cran, Crann: tree—crann—Gaelic 
Cranna: wooded-height—Crannoch—Gaelic. 
Crichton, Creighton: creekton—at the creek. 
Crofts: a t the croft—small farm. 
Crockett: crooked—humpbacked or dwarfish— 

Krok-r—Scandinavian. 
Croll: humpbacked—Kroll-r—Scandinavian. 
Crombie: crooked—name of river—Crom—Gaelic 

place-name. 
Crosbie: a t the cross. 
Cross: sign-name or a t -lie cross. 
Crow: nickname from the bird. 
Crowden: crow-glade. 
Cruden: probably from Cruidne—an ancient 

Pictish King. 
Cruickshank: bow-legged—Scotch and Scandin-

avian. 
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Cruickshanks: bow-legged—Scotch and Scandin-
avian. 

Cuie: a form of Cowie. 
Culbard: bright ship—cerl-berht. 
Cumming, Cumyn, Comyn: ancient name of 

doubtful origin — possibly from Comes 
(Latin). 

Cummings: of Cumming. 
Cunning: characteristic—knowing or know-

ledge. 
Cunningham: of the royal manor—cyning-ham. 
Cur: churlish fellow. 
Currid: champion—curaidh—Gaelic. 
Currie: champion—curaidh—Gaelic. 
Currour, Cur re r : messenger or post (lit. "run-

ner")—curror—courier, f rom Latin currere, 
to run. 

Curtis: courteous—courteois—French. 
Cushnie: place-name, possibly f rom Cuisean= 

stream—Gaelic. 
Cuthbert : eminently bright—cuth-berht—A.S. 
Cuthbertson: son of Cuthbert. 
Cutt: -diminutive of Cuthbert. 
Dakers, Dackers—of Dacker—day-labourer-

Scotch. 
Dalgarno: stony field—dal-carnach—Gaelic. 
Dalget ty: thorn-field. 
Dalgleish: of the church—de leglise—French. 
Dallachie: field of the plain (or field)—dail-

achadh—Gaelic. 
Dallas: field by the water—dail-uisge—Gaelic. 
Dalling, Dallen : small plain—Gaelic. 
Dalziel, Dalziell: white field—dail-geal—Gaelic. 
Dan, Dann: diminutive of Daniel. 
Daniel: God is judge—Hebrew. 
Daniels: of Daniel. 
Darg: red, impestuous—dearg—Gaelic; also, 

Scotch. 
Dargie: diminutive of Darg. 
Darling: sweetheart. 
Davidson: son of David—beloved—Hebrew. 
Davison: a form of Davidson or Davie-son. 
Davie: diminutive of David—beloved. 
Davies, Davis—of David (Davie). 
Dawson: Daveson—son of Dave (David). 
Dean: strong—dian—Gaelic. 
Deans: of Dean. 
Dempster: occupation—court officer. 
Deas: south—deas—Gaelic. 
Denmark: nationali ty. 
Deuchar: of the blackland—dubh-tir—Gaelic. 
Deuchars: of Deuchar. 
Devine: poet-diamhan—Gaelic—divine (Scotch.) 

—devin (French). 
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Dewar: pilgrim or keeper of tihe sacred rod— 
deoraidh—Gaelic. 

Diack: a form of Dyke. 
Dick: a diminutive of Richard or a form of 

Dyke. 
Dickins, Dickens: of Dick-kin—diminutive of 

Richard. 
Dickie: a diminutive of Richard—stern king. 
Dickson : son of Dick. 
Dingwall: meeting-place—ting-vall—Scandin-

avian. 
Dinwoodie: brown-wood-dun-wood. 
Dirom: a corruption of Durham—place-name. 
Dixon, Dickson: son of Dick. 
Dobie, Dobbie: originally diminutive of Robert, 

but=stupid—Scotch. 
Dobson : son of Robert (Dob is a diminutive of 

Robert). 
Docher: fatigue— Scotch—from an old Gaelic 

word. 
Docherty: tiredness—dochertach—Gaelic. 
Dockar: a form of Dacker—day-labourer. 
Dodds: of George—Dodd is a pet-name of 

George. 
Dodlok: shorn-head—Scotch. 
Doig, Doeg—Scotch form of dog. 
Donald: world ruler—domhnall—Gaelic. 
Donaldson: son of Donald. 
Dougall: black-stranger—dubh-gall—Gaelic. 
Douglas: dark-grey—dubh-glas—Gaelic. 
Don: brown—donn—Gaelic. 
Dove: black—dubh—Gaelic—sometimes nick-

name from the bird. 
Dow: black— dubh—Gaelic. 
Dowling: a diminutive corruption of David. 
Downie: small hill—dunan—Gaelic. 
Doyle: a form of D'Oyley—from Douilli 

(French). 
Drake: a nickname from the bird. 
Drinkwater: characteristic. 
Drummond: hill ridge—druim-monadh—Gaelic. 
Duff: black—dubh—Gaelic. 
Dufton: Duff's town. 
Duffus: black water—dubh-uisge—Gaelic. 
Dugald: black stranger—dubh-gall—Gaelic. 
Dugan: dark complexioned—dubh-gan—Gaelic. 
Duguid: Scotch form of "do good." 
Dun: hill—Gaelic, or Brown (dun) 
Dunbar: castle hill—-dun-barr—Gaelic. 
Duncan: brown warrior—donnchadh—Gaelic. 
Duncanson: son of Duncan. 
Dunn, Dunne: hill—Gaelic. Same as Dun. 
Durie: marshy—durach—Gaelic. 
Durno: stony (of places), aggressive (of per-

sons)—dornach—Gaelic. 
Durran: Durand—enduring—durant—French. 
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Durward: occupation—door-ward. 
Dustan, Dunstan: brown stone—from St Dun-

stan. 
Dutch: nationality. 
Dyce: south—deas—Gaelic. 
Dyer: occupation. 
Dyker: occupation—builder of stone dykes. 
Dykes: of Dyke. 

Eaton: river-place. 
Eddie, Edie: diminutive of Edward. 
Eddison: son of Edward (Eddie). 
Edgar: prosperous-spear—ead-geirr. A.S. 
Edmund: prosperous-protection — ead-mund. 

A.S. 
Edmonstone, Edmunson: son of Edmund. 
Edward: blessed or prosperous. 
Edwards: of Edward. 
Elder: surname from office, or=older. 
Ellis, Ellice: corruption of Elias "God the 

Lord"—Hebrew. 
Elmslie: Elms-lea—Elm-meadow. 
Elrick: from Elrek-r—ancient Norse chief. 
England: nationali ty. 
English: nationali ty. 
Esplin: stripling—Scotch. 
Esslemont: low-hill—iosal-monadh—Gaelic. 
Esson: for Eddison—son of Edward or esne— 

day-labourer. 
Ettles: a Scotch form of Ellis—Elias. 
Ewar t : ewe-herd—occupation. 
Ewen, Ewin, Ewing: Hugh—eaghan—well-born 

—Gaelic. 
Eccles: of the church—a corruption of eglise— 

French. 
Fa i rweather : nickname. 
Fa i th : nickname from character-plays. 
Falconer: occupation—falcon-keeper. 
Falder : occupation—worker a t the fauld (sheep 

fold)—'Scotch. 
Fa rquha r : beloved man—fearchar—Gaelic. 
Farquharson: son of Farquhar . 
Far re l : of the warrior — lerghal (fer-gal)— 

Gaelic. 
Fa r r e r : same as Farrier—horse-shoer—occupa-

tion. 
Fenton: dwelling on the fen. 
Fergusson, Ferguson: son of Fergus—feargus— 

valorous—Gaelic. 
Ferrie: a t the ferry . 
Ferr ier : occupation — fa r r i e r — horse-shoer — 

sometimes for ferryman. 
Fettes : neat—fetus—Scotch. 
Fewtrell: dog-keeper—feuter-el (M.E.) form O. 

French feut re=hound. 
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Fiddes: of the meadow land—fid=meadow— 
Scandinavian. 

Fiddler: occupation. 
Field: place-name. 
Findlater: white cliff (or hillside) — fionn-

leiter—Gaelic. 
Findlay: fair-soldier—fionn-laoch—Gaelic. 
Finlayson: son of Findlay. 
Finnie: white—fionn-ie—Gaelic. 
Fisher: occupation. 
Fitchet: pole-cat. 
Flans: of the grassy eward—fian=turf—Scandi-

navian and Scotch. 
Flegger: fibber—Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Fleming: nationality. 
Fletcher: arrowmaker — occupation — flechier 

—French. 
Flett: house—Scandinavian and Scotch. 
Flockart, Flockhart: occupation—flock-herd. 
Florence: peace-maker—from Latin Florens= 

flourishing. 
Foote: nickname or occupation—footman. 
Forbes: bold—ferbasach—Gaelic. 
Ford: dweller by the ford. 
Fordyce: south pasture—fotliir-deas—Gaelic. 
Fongan: smith—forgeron—French. 
Forman: cold-hill—fuar-monadh—Gaelic. 
Forrest: place-name. 
Forrester: forest-er—forest worker—woodman. 
Forstar, Foster: corruption of Forester—wood-

man. 
Forsyth: cold-house—fuar-tigh—Gaelic. 
Fortune: nickname. 
Fouller, Fowler: occupation — bird-catcher — 

game keeper. 
Fraser : probably from fraisell, strawberry— 

fraiseul—old French. 
Fra ter : brother—frater—Latin 
Freeman: f ree citizen or yeoman. 
French: nationality. 
Frich: heath—fraoch—Gaelic. 
Fulford: fuller's ford (dweller a t the fuller 's 

ford). 
Fullarton: fuller-town—at the fuller's resi-

dence. 
Fulton: corruption of Fullerton—at the 

fuller's. 
Fuller: occupation—trampler of cloth. 
Fyd, Fid: low-lying meadow-land—Scandina-

vian. . . 
Fyfe: place-name, possibly Pictish—origin ob-

scure. 
Fynlach: fair soldier—fionn-laoch—Gaelic. 
Fynlat ter : same as Findlater. 
Fyvie: place-name. 
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Gabriel: man of God—Hebrew. 
Gair: avaricious—Scotch. 
Gairden: a Scotch form of Garden. 
Gall: stranger—gall—Gaelic. 
Gallacher: eager help—galchobair—Gaelic. 
Galliard: gay, lively—Scotch f rom Gaillard= 

French. 
Gallin: same as gallon. 
Gallie: gay, lively—a diminutive of Galliard. 
Gallon: handsome—Gaelic gallan—allied to cal-

lant (Scotch) and ga l an t (French). 
Galt: hog. stupid person—galti—Scandinavian. 
Gamble: old—gamel—A.S. 
Gammack: playfulness, frolic—Scotch. 
Gammel: old—gamel—A.S. 
Gammie: gay, sportive—Scotch and Scandina-

vian. 
Garden: place-name. 
Gardiner: occupation—gardener. 
Gardyne: a form of Garden. 
Garioch: old forms Gareauch and Garvyach— 

rough pasture—garbh-auch—Gaelic. 
Garntuly: hill - town — g a r r a d h - an - tulach — 

Gaelic.. 
Garron: thick-set—Scotch (from garron=pony). 
Garrow: garden—garradh—Gaelic. 
Garson : boy—garcon—French. 
Gart ly: hill-town — garradh-an-tulach—Gaelic. 

Same as Garntuly. 
Garvie: rough or rude—garbhach—Gaelic. 
Garvock: rough or rude—garbhach—Gaelic. 
Gates: of the gate—place-name. 
Gatherer : old form Gadderar—occupation. 
Gat t : a form of Gait—hog, stupid p e r s o n -

Scandinavian. 
Gaut, Gauld, Gault : forms of Galt. 
Geddes: pike, avaricious—geadas—Gaelic. 
Geddie: pike, avaricious—Scotch, Gaelic and 

Scandinavian. 
Geikie: scoffer—Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Geils: of white—geal—Gaelic. 
Gellan: darling—goalein—Gaelic. 
Gellie: white—geal—Gaelic—or Scotch "keen-

witted." 
Gemmel: long-legged—Scotch. 
Gentleman: characterist ic. 
George: farmer—Greek. 
Gervaise: spear-keen — geirr-hrass—Scandinav-

ian. 
Gerard, Gerrard: spear-brave—Scandinavian. 
Gerrie: small—gearr—Gaelic. 
Gibb: a diminutive of Gilbert. 
Gibbon: for Gibson—son of Gilbert. 
Gibson: son of Gilbert. 
Gifford: big-cheek—giffe-ard—French. 
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Gilbert: bright-pledge — gisl-berht—Scandinav-
ian. 

Gilchrist: servant o£ Christ—gille-criosd— 
Gaelic. 

Gill: servant—gille—Gaelic: or ravine—gu— 
Scandinavian. 

Gillan: servant of St John—gille-eoin—Gaelic. 
Gillespie: servant of the bishop—gille-easbuig 

—Gaelic. 
Gillies: servant of Jesus—gille-iosa—Gaelic. 
Gilmour: Gillmore: (1) servant of Mary—gille-

mhoire—Gaelic; or (2) big lad—gille-mhor— 
Gaelic. 

Gilroy: red servant or red lad—gille-ruadh— 
Gaelic. 

Gilzean: a form of Gillan. 
Glashen: .grey-headed—glasein—grey—Gaelic. 
Glass: grey—glas—Gaelic. 
Glegg: keen-witted—Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Glen: valley—-glean—Gaelic. 
Glennie: diminutive of Glen. 
Glover: occupation—glove-maker. 
Goodsman: ploughman or steer-driver—goads-

man—user of the goad. 
Goldie: gold finch—a diminutive. 
Gollan: blubber-lipped—goillean—Gaelic. 
Goodall: characteristic. 
Gollogly: fighting servant, armour-bearer— 

giollagleac—Gaelic. 
Goodbrand: battle sword—bud-brand-r—Scan-

dinavian. 
Goodfellow: characteristic. 
Goodsman: same as Godsman. 
Goodwillie; nickname—characteristic. 
Gordon: origin obscure. 
Gossip: God-sib—God-parent (sib=relation). 
Govens: of the Smith—gobhain—Gaelic plus 

possessive s. 
Gow: Smith—gobha—Gaelic. 
Goudie: same as Goldie—goldfinch—a diminu-

tive (Scotch form). 
Graham, Graeme: grim—A.S. 
Grant: ugly—granda—Gaelic: or great—grand 

—French. 
Gray: colour—nickname. 
Green: colour—nickname. 
Greenlaw: green-hill—place-name. 
Greenstreet: place-name. 
Greig, Greg: short for Gregor—watchman—gre-

gorius—Latin. 
Gregor: watchman—griogar—Gaelic from Latin 

gregorius. 
Gregson: son of Greig or Gregor-
Grieve: occupation—foreman or manager—A.S. 
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Grierson : short form of Grigorson—son of 
Grigor or Gregor. 

Griffiths: of Griffith—red—Welsh. 
Grigor: watchman—same as Gregor. 
Grosert: gooseberry — Scotch — from French 

groseille. 
Gruer : of the fuller—genitive of grudaire 

(fuller)—Gaelic. 
Guild: gild—strong, well-grown—Scotch. 
Gun, Gunn: war—Scandinavian and Gaelic. 
Guthrie: windy, prattler—gaothaire—Gaelic. 

Haccat, Hacket : scarred, blotchy—Scotch, or 
(2) diminutive of Haco. 

Haddo: a corruption of half-davoch (daugh). 
Haig: 3, form of Hay—hedge. 
Hal l : residence or mansion. 
Hal ford : the ford by the mansion. 
Halkney: greedy^Scandinavian . 
Halkett , Halket : hump-backed—Scandinavian. . 
Hal ley: hall-lea—place-name. 
Hami l ton : f rom de Hambledon, a Saxon Noble. 
Harden : Hare-dene—hare valley—place-name. 
Hard ie : bold, daring—characteristic. 
Har ley : hare-lea—hare meadow. 
Har l e r : occupation—plasterer—Scotch. 
H a r p e r : occupation. 
H a r r i s : of Harry—diminutive of Henry. 
Har r i son : son of Ha r ry or Henry. 
Har rower : occupation. 
Har th i l l : s tag hill—place-name. 
Harvey: army—war—herr-vig—Scandinavian-

French Hervè. 
Harwood : ha r e wood—place-name. 
Hast ie : characterist ic . 
Hast ings: De Asting (a Saxon Noble)—of Hast-

ings—place-name. 
Hat, H a t t : nickname, or shor t for Hatter— 

ha tmaker . 
Ha tmaker : occupation—seems to be extinct. 
Havers : he-goat, stupid—haf-r—Scandinavian-

Scotch "clumsy." 
Hawkins: diminutive of Henry plus possessive 

s—of Henry. 
Hay : De La Haye—hedge-haia—French. 
Hector: Greek. 
Henderson : a form of Henryson—son of Henry 

- S c a n d i n a v i a n form. 
Hendrick: Gaelic and Scandinavian form of 

Henry (Eanruig: Henroc). 
Hendry. Henry: home-ruler—hein-rik—Scandi-

navian. 
Henryson: son of Henry. 
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Hepburn: heop-burn — dog-rose-burn — place-
name. 

Herbartson: son of Herbert—herr-berht-army 
bright—Scandinavian. 

Herd: occupation—herdsman. 
Herock, Henroc: Henry—Scandinavian. 
Heron: nickname from the bird. 
Hewitson: son of Howitt—a diminutive of 

Hugh. 
Higgins: a diminutive of Richard plus posses-

sive s—of Richard. 
Hall: place-name. 
Hillocks: of the hillock. 
Hitchcock: diminutive of Richard. 
Hitchens: diminutive of Richard Plus posses-

sive s—of Richard. 
Hodge: pet-name of Roger hut equivalent to 

rustic. 
Hodges: of Hodge—of Roger. 
Hodgson: son of Roger. 
Hog, Hogg: nickname from the animal. 
Hogan: of youth—O'-h-ogainn—Irish Gaelic. 
Holdman: occupation—a holder or upholder. 
Holman: same as Holdman. 
Home: dwelling-place. 
Holmes: of the holm, i.e. island or meadow 

by the water—Scandinavian. 
Honeyman: occupation—beekeeper. 
Hood: nickname from the head-dress. 
Hook: harvest worlser—reaper with the hook 

or scythe. 
Hope: bay—Scandinavian. 
Hornby: a t the corner—horn-by—Scandinav-

ian. 
Home: for horn-blower. 
Horsefall, Horsefull: horse-hill — hors-fiiall— 

Scandinavian. 
Houston: Hughstown or for Hugh-son—son of 

Hugh. 
Howatt, Howitt: a diminutive of Hugh (soul). 
Howie: a diminutive of Hugh 
Howieson: son of Howie—son of Hugh. 
Hughes: of hugh (soul). 
Hughon: a form of Hugh—older form Huchone 

—from Gaelic. 
Hui: old form of Howie—diminutive of Hugh. 
Humble: characteristic. 
Hume: same as Home. 
Humphrey: support of peace—humfried—A.S. 
Hunter: occupation. 
Hutcheou: a form of Hugh—Houchone—Scotch 

from Gaelic. 
Hutcheson, Hutchison, Hutcheonson, Hutchin-

son: son of Hugh. 
Hyslop, Hislop: hazel valley—hoisel-hop—A.S. 
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Inch: island or low-lying meadow by water— 
innis—Gaelic. 

Ingram, Inghram: Ing's raven—inge-rammr— 
Scandinavian. 

Inkson: son of Inge—Scandinavian. 
Inkster: Ing's dwelling—inge-ster (stadhr)— 

Scandinavian. 
Inglis: nationality—Scotch form of "English." 
Innes: island—innis—Gaelic. 
Ireland: nationality. 
Ironside: brave soldier—nickname. 
Ivinson: a form of Evanson—son of Evan 

(Welsh form of Hugh). 
Izat, Isat t : greyish, grizzled—iset—Scandinav-

ian. 

Jack: pet name of John—gracious gif t of G o d -
Hebrew. 

Jackson: a son of Jack. 
Jacobs: of Jacob—supplanter—Hebrew. 
Jaffrey: a form of Jeffrey—Geoffrey—Godfrey 

—God's peace—Godfried—A.S. 
Jamieson: son of Jamie (diminutive)—son of 

James—same as Jacob. 
Jamson, Jameson: son of James—supplanter 

(same as Jacob). 
Jappy: jabbering or talkative creature—a 

fisherman's nickname—from a sea-bird— 
jappi—Scandinavian. 

Jardan, Jardine: garden—jardin—French. 
Jeans: of Jean. 
Jeffrey: Geoffrey—Godfrey—God's peace—God-

fried—A.S. 
Jenkins: diminutive of John, from Dutch Jan 

plus possessive s—of John. 
Jenner: occupation—engineer—a Scotch form. 
Jervise: same as Gervaise—spear-keen—geirr-

hrass—Scandinavian. 
Jessieman. Jessiman: Jessie's man or equiva-

lent to effeminate. 
Joass, Joss: goose, silly person—gosse (young-

ster)—old French. 
John : gracious gift of God—Hebrew. 
Johns: of John. 
Johnson: son of John. 
Johnston, Johnstone: son of John—Scotch 

forms—letter t intrusive. 
Joiner: occupation. 
Jollie, Jolly: characteristic gay — or from 

French jolie=pretty. 
Jones: Welsh form of Johns—of John. 
Jopp: a form of Job—persecuted—Hebrew. 
Josephs: of Joseph—he shall increase—Hebrew. 
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Joyce: goose, silly person—English form of 
gosse (French). 

Junken, Juncken: Johnykin — little John— 
Junky is an old Scotch form of the diminu-
tive of John. 

Junner, Junor: forms of Jenner—engineer— 
Scotch. 

Justinian: for Justiceman—administrator of 
Justice. 

Kay: jackdaw—Scandinavian. 
Keane: darling—Scotch. 
Keill, Keil: boat or coal barge—Scandinavian 

(Kiola). 
Keiller: boatman or worker on a coal b a r g e -

Scandinavian. 
Keith: place-name—windy—gaoth—Gaelic. 
Kellas: wood by the water—coille-uisge—Gaelic. 
Kellie, Kelly: wood—coille—Gaelic. 
Kelman: wooded hill—coille-monadh—Gaelic. 
Kelty: woods—coillts—Gaelic. 
Kemp: champion—Scotch—from Latin campus 

=field. 
Kennarte: head of the height—cean-ard— 

Gaelic. 
Kennedy: head of the house—cean-na-tigh— 

Gaelic. 
Kessock: St Kessock—derived from Isaac. 
Kidd: nickname from the animal—kid—young 

goat—Scandinavian. 
Kiloh, Killoh: small-like Highland cattle 

(Kyloe). 
Kilgour: goat-herd—gille-gobhair—Gaelic. 
Kilpatrick: (1) servant of St Patrick—gille-

paidruig—Gaelic: (2) for church of St Pat-
rick-place-name. 

Kindness: characteristic. 
King: title-name. 
Kinghorn: also Kincorne and Kinggorn—head 

of the bend (or tongue of land)—cean-
corran—Gaelic. 

Kinloch: head of the loch—cean-lochan—Gaelic. 
Kinnaird: head of the height—cean-ard— 
Kintie: head of the house—cean-na-tigh— 

Gaelic. 
Kintrae: head of the shore—cean-traigh— 

Gaelic. 
Kirby: Kirk-by—at the church. 
Kirk: church—Scotch and Scandinavian 
Kirkcaldy: place-name—Church of the Caldees. 
Kirkpatrick: place-name—church of St Patrick. 
Kirkton, Kirton: the church-place. 
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Kissack, Kissock: St Kessock—derived from 
Isaac. 

Kitchen: worker in the kitchen (for Kitchiner). 
Kitson : son of Kit (pet-name of Christopher— 

Christ-bearing—Greek). 
Kitts: left-handed—ciotach—Gaelic. 
Knight: title-name. 
Knox: of the hillock—cnoc—Gaelic. 
Kyle: strait—caola (Gaelic) and Keila (Scandi-

navian). 
Kynoch: devout—cainneach—Gaelic. 

Lachlan: loch lann—land of fiords—Scandinav-
ian (through Gaelic). 

Ladds: of the lad or servant. 
Laidlaw: lade-law—watercourse-hill—A.S. 
Laing: long—Scotch. 
Laird: proprietor of land—title-name—Scotch. 
Lamb, nickname from the animal. 
Lambie: diminutive of Lamb. 
Lammond, Lamont: law-man—log-mand—Scan-

dinavian. 
Largue: hillside—learg—Gaelic. 
Lauder: from river Leader—laudur—the lesser 

stream—place-name. 
Law: hill—Scotch. 
Lawie: diminutive of Law. 
Lawrence: crowned with laurel—Latin. 
Lawrie: crafty (foxy)—same as Lowrie. 
Laws: of Law. 
Lawson: son of Lawrence. 
Lawtie: lealty, fidelity—Scotch from old French 

leautè. 
Leal: of the island—de L'isle—French—or 

Scotch honest, loyal. 
Leask: lazy—Scotch lasche, French Lache— 

Scandinavian lesk-r and Gaelic leasg. 
Learmont, Learmonth: 
Ledingham: Leodanhame—Leod's dwelling 

(Leod was an old Norse chief). 
Lee: for Lea=meadow. Sometimes grey—leithe 

Gaelic. 
Lees: of Lee. 
Legge, Legg: nickname, Scandinavian. 
Leggat, Legget: lea-gate. 
Leiper: a corruption of Napier—person in 

charge of the napery. 
Leishman: active or nimble. 
Leith: greyish—leithe—Gaelic. 
Leitch: occupation—leech, physician—a Scotch 

form. 
Lemmon: sweetheart—lemmand—Scotch from 

L'aimant—French. 
Lendrum: meadow-ridge—lean-druim—Gaelic. 
Lennie: meadow-lean an—Gaelic. 
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Lennox: from Levenach—elm-tree—leamhanach 
—Gaelic. 

Leslie: place-name—perhaps grey-fort (or gar-
den)—lios-lith—Gaelic. 

Levack: the bishop—leveque—French. 
Levenie: levenach — elm-tree — leamhanach — 

Gaelic. 
Leys: of the lea. 
Liddell: place-name—for Liddale—valley of the 

Lid. 
Ligertwood: Leodger's wood—from Ljotr (Leod) 

a Norse chief. Also Legerwood. 
Lightbody: characteristic. 
Lillie: nickname from the flower. 
Lindsay: de Lindesei (a Saxon Knight)—lime-

tree isle—Lind's-ey—A.S. 
Lippe: nickname. 
Lister: a form of Litster—occupation—dyer 

Scotch. 
Litster: occupation—dyer. 
Little: nickname. 
Littlejohn: nickname. 
Livingstone: Leving's town—Leofing. an an-

cient chief—place-name. 
Loban, Lobban: half-grown cod, clumsy—lob-

bin—Scandinavian—also lob. (M.E.), 
clumsy person. 

Lockhart: locard. 
Logan: a big clumsy man—logan—Gaelic. 
Logie: same as Logan. Sometimes place-name 

=a hollow. 
Longmoor, Longmuir: a t the long moor or 

muir. 
Lorimer: occupation—bridle-maker or saddler 

—Scotch. 
Loutit: a Scotch form of Lightfoot—character-

istic. 
Love: sweetheart—nickname. 
Lovell: little wolf—louvel—old French. 
Lovie: sweetheart—nickname. 
Low: humble, or flame (from Scandinavian 

logi). 
Lowrie: craf ty (like the fox)—todlowrie. 
Lowson: son of Low. 
Lucas: a form of Luke—Latin and Greek. 
Lumsden: place-name—origin obscure. 
Lyall: same as Leal—de l'isle—of the i s l and-

French, or Scotch "loyal". 
Lychtoun: gate-house—lych denoted a gate 

with a porch. 
Lyddale: place-name—valley of the Lyd (Lid) 

—same as Liddell. 
Lyle: same as Leal and Lyall. 
Lynch : ridge or boundary. A.S. 
Lyon: nickname from the animal. 
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Mackerell: nickname from the fish but equiva-
lent to "worthless person"—Scotch. 

Main: a form of Magnus—Scandinavian—great. 
Mainie: diminutive of Main. 
Mair: said to be a form of Mayor—officer—but 

more probably a form of more=big. 
Maitland: meadow land — mowed-land — from 

A.S. maed-land. 
Malcolmson: son of Malcolm. 
Maltman: occupation. 
Malcolm: servant of Columba—maol-callum— 

Gaelic. 
Mann: vassal—A.S. or from Magnus—Scandi-

navian. 
Manson: son of Magnus—for Magnus-son— 

Scandinavian. 
Mantach: stutterer—mantachd—Gaelic. 
Mar, Marr: plain or low-lying ground— 

Machair—Gaelic. 
Margach: sea-king—Margach name of Norse 

chief. 
Mark: horse—mere—Gaelic: or hammer—mar-

cus—Latin. 
Marks: of Mark. 
Marnoch: place-name. 
Marshall: office — commandant — mareschal — 

French. 
Marsden: marsh-dene—the. marshy valley. 
Martin: war-like—from Martinus, of Mars— 

Latin. 
Mason: occupation—builder. 
Masson: for Magnus-son—son of Magnus, a 

Norse chief. 
Matheson: son of Matthew or from Mhathan= 

bear (Gaelic). 
Matthew: gift of God—Hebrew. 
Matthews: of Matthew. 
Matthewson: son of Matthew. 
Mathieson: same as Matheson. 
Maule: from de Malville—Norman Noble. 
Maver: a form of Mawer=mower, scythesman 

—Scotch. Or from Mayor. 
Mavor: same as Maver. 
May: young. 
Mayer: a form of Maver, or a form of Mair. 
Maxton: Maccus-town—dwelling of Maccus— 

old border name. 
Maxwell: Maccus-well—old border name. 
Meadows: of the meadow. 
Mearns: moors—Scandinavian. 
Meikle: big—Scotch. 
Meiklejohn: big-John—nickname. 
Meldrum: brow of the ridge (or bare-ridge)— 

maol draim—Gaelic. 
Mellis: servant of Jesus—maol Iosa—Gaelic. 
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Mennie: retainer—French mesne, manoir 
(mansion). 

Mensal: of the table—Latin mensa. 
Menzies: of Mennie—-vassal or retainer—Scotch 

from French mesne. 
Mercer: occupation—silk merchant—mercier— 

French. 
Merchant: occupation—tradesman. 
Michael: who is like God?—Hebrew. 
Michaelson: son of Michael. 
Michelson: son of Michael (Mitchell). 
Michie: a diminutive of Michael. 
Mididleton: a t the middle farm. 
Middlemas: a corruption of Michaelmas. 
Miller: occupation. 
Mill: at the mill. 
Mills: of Mill. 
Milne: same as Mill. 
Milton: by the mill. 
Minty, Mintie: mountain—Welsh form mynyd. 
Minto: mountain-meadow—mynyd-auch. 
Mitchell: a Scotch form of Michael—due to 

Gaelic influence. 
Mitchelson: son of Mitchell. 
Moggach: surly—mugach—Gaelic. 
Moifat: place-name—derivation obscure. 
Moir: a form of More—big—mohr—Gaelic. 
Mollison: son of Molly. 
Moncur: sweetheart—mon coeur—French. 
Montgomery: de Montgomery (a Norman 

Knight). 
Moodie, Mudie: gallants-Scotch. 
Moon: march—moine—Gaelic. 
Moorehouse: at the house on the moor. 
More: bisr—mohr—Gaelic. 
Morgan: seaman—Welsh. 
Morison, Morrison: son of More. 
Morice, Morrice: morrish, dark-skinned-

Mauritius—Latin. 
Morrin: little more—more-an—a diminutive of 

more—Gaelic. 
Morris: same as Morrice. 
Mortimer: of the dead sea—De Mortuo Marl— 

De Morte Mer—a Norman Knight. 
Mowatt: de Monte Alto—De Mont Alt—(a Nor-

man Knight)—of the high hill. 
Moyes: of the plain—from magh—Gaelic. 
Mu'ir: same as more "big"—Gaelic—or Scotch 

"moor." 
Muirhead: big-head—from Gaelic mohr—or at 

the head of the moor." 
Muiry: a diminutive of Muir. 
Muggach: surly—mugach—Gaelic—same as 

Moggach. 
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Munro, Monro: perhaps red-bop: or red-march 
—moine-ruadh—Gaelic. There is an English 
surname Redmarsh. 

Murchie: a diminutive of Murdoch. 
Murchison: son of Murdoch. 
Murdo: a form of "sea-king." 
Murdoch: sea-king—murchadh—Gaelic — same 

as Scandinavian margach. 
Murgauch: a form of Murdoch—due to Gaelic 

form of the word. 
Murison: son of More or Muir. 
Murman: moor-man—dweller on the moor. 
Murphy: Irish form of Murdoch—sea-king. 
Murray: de Moravie—of Moray. 
Mustard: nickname. 
Mutch: big—Scotch form. 
Muschel: spotted—Scotch, from old French 

mouschete. 
Muschet: same as muschel. 

Macara: Mac-Rath—son of luck—a form of 
Macrae. 

MacAdam: son of Adam. 
McAndie: for Mac-Sandie — son of Sandy 

(Alexander). 
McAndrew: son of Andrew. 
McArthur: son of Arthur. 
McBain: a form of McBean. 
McBean. mac-bheathain—son of life 
McBey: mac-bheatha—son of life. 
McBeath: a form of McBeth. 
McBeth: ma-c-beatha—son of life—same as 

MacBey 
McBrayne: son of Brown. 
McCallum: mac-Callum—son of Calum (dove) 

—Gaelic for Columba (Latin "dove")—son 
of (St) Columba. 

McCaskill: (Mac-Askill—Mac-Asgaill—son of 
Askell or Asketill (holy cauldron)—a, 
Scandinavian name. 

McCombie: Hac-Comaidb—son of Tommy 
(Thomas). 

McConnachie: MacDhonnchaidh—son of Dun-
can (brown warrior). 

McCulloch : Mac-Cullach—son of the boar. 
McDonald: son of Donald (world ruler). 
McDougal: Mac-Dhughaill—son of the black 

stranger (so McDowell). 
McEwen: Mac-Eoghain—son of Hugh (well 

born). 
MacEachran: Mac-Eachairn—son ot the horse-

lord (McKechnie is the same). 
MacFadyen: Mac-Phaidein—son of Pat (Paddy) 

—diminutive of Patrick. 
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McFarlane:Mac-Pharlain — son of Parlane 
(Gaelic equivalent of Bartholomew). 

MacGhie: a form of MacKay. 
McGillivray: MacGillebhrath—son of the ser-

vant of Judgment. 
McGregor: Mac-Griogair—son of Gregor (from 

Gregorious—watchman). 
McHattie: for MaoWattie—son of Wattie 

(Walter). 
McHardy: son of Hardy. 
Macintosh: Mac-an-toisich—son of the thane-

or chieftain. 
MacIntyre: mac-an-t-saor—son of the car-

penter. 
Macilwraith: mac-gille-rath—son of the ser-

vant of luck. 
MacIlroy: mac-gille-ruadh—son of the red ser-

vant. 
MacIlvrade: a form of MacGillivray—mac-

Gillebhrath—son of the servant of Judg-
ment. 

MacInnes: Mac-Aonghais—son of Angus. 
MacIver, MacIvor: Mac-Iamhair—son of Ivar 

(Edward)—a. Scandinavian form. 
MacHaffle: a form of MacPhee. 
MacKay: Mac-Aoidh—son of Aodt (fire)—a 

Scandinavian form. 
Mackie: Mac-oaidh—son of Aodh (fire)—a 

Scandinavian name. 
MacKenzie: Mac-Kennie—son of Kennie (Ken-

neth). 
MacKessack, MacKessock: MacKessoc—son of 

(St) Kessock—a form of Isaac. 
MacKilligan: Mac-gillegain—son of the small 

servant. 
MacKimmie: Mac-shimidh—son of Simmie (son 

of Symon). 
MacKellor—Mac-Ealair-from Latin Hilarius. 
MacKayne: Mac-eoin—son of John. 
MacKendrick: Mac-Eanruig—son of Henry. 
MacKerlie: son of Charlie (from Tearlach— 

gaelic for Charles). 
MacKillop: mac-Philip—son of Philip (lover of 

horses—Greek). 
MacLeod: Mac-Leoid—son of Leot (Ljotr) a 

Norse chieftain. 
MacLachlan: Mac-lach-lain—son of Lochlann 

(Fiord-land)—Scandinavian. 
MacLaren: Mac-labhruinn—son of (St.) Law-

rence. 
MacLean: Macgille-eoin—son of the servant of 

(St.) John. 
MacLennan: Mac-Gillfhinnein—son of (St.) Fin-

nan. 
McLucky: Mac-lucais—son of Luke. 
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M'Mahm, M'Mann: Mac-Mhathiain—son of the 
bear. 

MacMillan: ma-c-Mhaolain—son of the bald 
servant. 

MacHurray: son of Murray, 
Macnamara: mac-cun-na-mara-son of the 

hound of the sea. 
MacNichol: son of Nicol. 
MacNab: mac-an-aba—son of the abbot. 
MacNeil: son of Neil 'champion). 
MacPherson: mac-a'-Phearsain—son of the par-

son. 
MacPhee: mac-a-Phi—son of Peace (Gaelic 

sith). 
M'Phail: son of Paul (little). 
M'Quade, M'Quoid: 
McQueen: a form of MacSween—son of Sweyn 

(a Norse chieftain). 
M'Robbie: son of Robbie (Robert). 
McRobert: son of Robert. 
MacRae: mac-Rath—son of luck. 
MacRaith: a form of Macrae. 
MacRobb: son of Rob (Robert). 
MacSween: son of Sweyn (a Norse chieftain). 
M'Sorley: mac-somhairle—son of Samuel. 
M'Taggart: mac-an-t-sagairt—son of the priest. 
M'Tavish: mac-tamhais—son of Thomas. 
MacVean: mac-bheathain—son of life. 
MacVey: a form of MacVean (mac-'bheatha). 
MacVicar, MacVicker: mac-bhiocair—son of the 

vicar. 
MacWilliam: son of William. 
MacWillie: son of Willie. 
MacGowan: mac-gobhain—son of the Smith. 
MacDavid: son of David. 

Nachte: a spelling of Naughtie—pure one— 
neachdan—Gaelic from Norse. 

Nairn: placename. 
Napier: occupation—a corruption of Naperer— 

person in charge of the Napery. 
Naughtie: pure one—neachdan—Gaelic from 

Norse (Scandinavian). 
Neave: nephew—neve—old French. 
Neaves: of Neave. 
Neil, Neill: champion—niall—Gaelic. 
Neilson: son of Neil. 
Neish: a form of Angus—aonghais—unique 

choice—Gaelic. 
Nesa: headland—Scandinavian. 
Newlands: of the new lands. 
Newton: of the new town or place. 
Nichols: of Nicol. 
Nicholson, Nicolson: son of Nicol. 
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Nicol: conquering people—neacal—Gaelic— 
nicolas—'Greek. 

Nisbet, Nesbet: small headland—ness-bidi— 
Scandinavian. 

Nish: a form of Neish. 
Niven: saintly—of the saint—naoimhan— 

Gaelic. 
Noble: characteristic. 
Norris: corruption of Nourrice—nurse (French) 

or for noreis (old French) =Norse. 
North: of the North. 
Northey: of the North. 

Oddi: promontory—oddi-Scandinavian. 
Ogden: oak valley—oak-dene. 
Ogg: young—og—Gaelic—or for Hogg. 
Ogilvie, Ogilby: Ogle's-dwelling—from Ogle, a 

Scandinavian chief. 
Ogston: Hoggstoun—Hogstoune—place of the 

hogs (sheep). 
Officer: occupation. 
Oirsman: occupation—extinct name. 
Oliphant: elephant—oliphant—French. 
Olsen, Olson: son of Olaf (a Norse chieftain). 
Ord: hill—ord—Gaelic. 
Orme: serpent—Scandinavian. 
Orr: yellow—odhur—Gaelic. Or Swift—Scandi-

navian. 
Orrock: a diminutive of Orr. 
Osburne, Osborne: divine-bear—os-biorn—Scan-

dinavian. 
Oswall, Oswald: divine-power—os-weald—Scan-

dinavian. 
Otty: same as Oddy—Otty, a name of a Scan-

dinavian chieftain. 

Packman: occupation—pedlar—Scotch. 
Pagan: heathen—nickname—from paganus— 

dweller in a country district. 
Pain, Payne: pagan—paien—French. 
Pait: a diminutive of Patrick—A Scotch form. 
Palmer: occupation—pilgrim. 
Paplay: priest's island—place-name of Orkney 

—Scandinavian. 
Park: of the park. 
Partridge: nickname from the bird. 
Paterson: son of Patrick—or son of Peter. 
Paton: a diminutive of Patrick—Paddy— 

paidean—Gaelic. 
Patrick: noble—Patricius—Latin. 
Patten: a diminutive of Patrick—Paddy— 

paidean—Gaelic. 
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Patteson: son of Pat—diminutive of Patrick. 
Paul: small—Paulus—Latin from Greek 
Pearse: Pierres — of Peter — pierre — French-

Same as Peters. 
Pearson: son of Pierre—son of Peter—French. 
Peattie: proud—Scotch. 
Peddler: pedlar—Scotch. 
Peddison: son of Peddie—a diminutive of Ped-

der—Pedlar—son of the pedlar 
Peebles: tents—pebyll (tent)—Old Welsh. 
Peggie: small—beag (+ dimin. ie)—Gaelic. 

Also Scandinavian pegi=small. 
Pegler: a form of pedlar—occupation—Scotch. 
Pilham: peelham—castle-dwelling—A.S. 
Pennie: nickname from the ccin. 
Peter: rock—petra—Greek. 
Peterkin: little Peter—Peter-kin—a diminutive 

of Peter. 
Peters: of Peter. 
Peterson: son of Peter. 
Petrie: Pcter-ie—a diminutive of Peter. 
Petrieson: son of Petrie (Peter-ie). 
Pett: same as Pitt—a hollow or farm—Gaelic 

form. 
Philip: lover of horses—Philippos—Greek. 
Philips: of Philip. 
Philipson: son of Philip. 
Phinn: white—fionn—Gaelic. 
Phinnie: white—fionn-ie—Gaelic. 
Pickeman: pike-soldier. 
Pilch: short, fat person—Scotch. 
Pilmoir: big-fort. 
Pindar: occupation—pounder—impounder of 

stolen cattle, &c. 
Pipar, Pyper: occupation. 
Pirie, Pirrie: small or neat—Scotch and Scan-

dinavian. 
Pitcairn: hillock-farm—pit-earn—Gaelic. 
Pithie: strong—Scotch. 
Playfair : playmate—play-fere—A.S. 
Pollard: close cropped, shaven—A.S. 
Pollock: little-pool—pollag—Gaelic. 
Poison: eon of Paul 
Pope: nickname—title-name. 
Porteous: portuous-roll—assize list—old French 

porteis (from porter to carry). 
Porter: occupation—doorkeeper or carrier. 
Poull: pit or hollow—poll—Gaelic. 
Prat , P ra t t : guile, craft, and so mischievous-

Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Presly, Pressley: Priest's lea—priest's meadow. 
Prettyman: nickname—characteristic. 
Priest: nickname—office—title-name. 
Primrose: nickname from the flower. 
Prince: title-name. 
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Pringle: silver-penny. 
Proctor: occupation—law-officer—procurator-

Latin. 
Prophet: nickname. 
Prosser: for Ap-Rosser—son of Rosser—cham-

pion—Welsh. 
Prott: a form of Pratt—tricky, mischievous-

Scotch. 
Pryde: characteristic. 
Purcell, Purcill: young pig—old French porcel 

—Latin porcus. 

Rae: enclosure for cattle (Scotch and Scandin-
avian). 

Raeburn: for Roe-burn—burn frequented by roe deer. 
Raff: a spelling of Ralph—short for Rudolph-

wolf of fame—Scandinavian. 
Raffan: a diminutive of Ralph (+an)—or "rov-

ing—Scotch. 
Ragg. Rag: worthless, wretched-Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Rait : enclosure or sheep fold—another form of 

Rae—Scandinavian (rett). 
Ralph: short for Rudolph—wolf of f a m e -

Scandinavian. 
Ramage: rash or crazy—Scotch. 
Ramsay: De Ramesei—raven's isle—(rhamm's-

ey)—Scandinavian. 
Randall, Randell: house-wolf—Scandinavian. 

Rankin, Rankine: short form of Randolf-kin— 
dim. of Randolf—famous wolf—little wolf 
of fame—(Scandinavian. 

Rat t ray: rathad—reidh (Gaelic)—fortress of the 
plain. 

Rayner: Ragner—mighty army—regen-herr— 
Scandinavian 

Reader: occupation—thatcher. 
Reaper, Repper: occupation—rope-maker—reip 

(rope)—Scandinavian. 
Reddish: colour. 

Redhead: nickname. 
Reidheid: same as Redhead—Scotch form. 
Redieman: red-man—nickname—Scotch. 
Reekie: smoky, vain—Scotch: or double dim-

inutive of Richard. 
Regat: windy plain—reidh gaoith—Gaelic. 
Reid: red—Scotch form. 

Reidford: upland—reidh-bhord—Gaelic. 
Renfrew: place-name. 

Rennet: a division of land—run-rig—Scandin-
avian. 

Renton: place-name. 
Retty. Rettie: little plain—Gaelic reidh + dim-

inutive. 
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Reynolds: of Reynold — Reginald — powerful 
judgment—Teutonic. 

Rezin: a Biblical name. 
Rhind: promontory—roinn—Gaelic. 
Rhynes: Rhinns—having promontories—place-

name (Rinnes). 
Riach: greyish, grizzled—riabhach—Gaelic. 
Richardson-, son of Richard—stern king—Teut-

onic. 
Richards: of Richard. 
Riches: of Ritchie (a diminutive of Richard). 
Riddoch: reddish—same as Ruddoch—Ruddock 

—robin. 
Ridgewell: a t the well on the ridge. 
Rigg: ridge—Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Ririe: king—nickname—reidhrean—a dimin-

utive—Gaelic. 
Ritchie: a diminutive of Richard—stern king. 
Ritson: son of Rit (a diminutive of Richard). 
Robb: (a diminutive of Robert—bright in fame 

—Teutonic. 
Robbie: a diminutive of Robert. 
Robbs: of Robb. 
Roberts: of Robert. 
Robertson: son of Robert. 
Robins: of Robin—a diminutive of Robert. 
Robinson: a son of Robin (Robert). 
Robson: son of Rob—pet-name of Robert. 
Roe: nickname from the animal. 
Roger: famous spear — roth-geirr — Scandin-

avian. 
Rogers: of Roger. 
Rogerson: son of Roger. 
Rollo: a corruption of Rudolph—wolf of f a m e -

Scandinavian. 
Rome: place-name. 
Rook: a nickname from the bird. 
Rose: a form of Ross—or nickname from the 

watering can. 
Ross: promontory—ros—Gaelic. 
Rough : nickname. 
Roy: red—ruadh—Gaelic. 
Royan: a diminutive of Roy-ruadh-an—Gaelic. 
Ruddach: reddish—nickname from the robin 

redbreast—Scotch. 
Ruddiman: reddish-man—nickname. 
Rugg: ridge—Scandinavian. 
Rule: from St Regulus. 
Rumbles: Rumbold's—of Rumbold—nobly-bold. 
Runcie: nag or old horse—Scotch runcy from 

ronci—old French. 
Runciman: horse-dealer—from ronci (nag)—old 

French. 
Russell: red-head—roussel—old French—Rous-

seau—French. 
Rust: for Russet—reddish—rousseau—French. 
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Rutherford: ox-ford—ryther-ford—A.S. 
Ryot: strife—Scotch—extinct name. 

Ryder: horseman. 

Sales: of the hall—sale-hall. A.S. 
Salter: occupation—salt worker. 
Samuel: heard of God—Hebrew. 
Samuels: of Samuel. 
Sanders: a diminutive of Alexander—Scotch. 
Sanderson: son of Sanders—diminutive of Alex-

ander. 
Sandison: son of Sandy—'Scotch diminutive of 

Alexander. 
Sang: Scotch form of Song—Probably not 

French sang=blood. 
Sangster: occupation—singer—(ecclesiastical). 
Saunders: same as Sanders. 
Scherund, Scheroune: old forms of Shirran. 
Schirra, Shirra: sheriff—Scotch forms of siorra 

—Gaelic. 
Scrimgeour: hardy-fighter—skirmisher—escar-

moucheur—French—applied to a person 
fond of dispute. 

Scorgie: windyhill—sgorr-a-gaoth—Gaelic. 
Scott: nationality. 
Scougall: placename in Haddington. 
Scrogie: small, shrivelled person—scrog— 

Gaelic 
Scullion: rogue or worthless person—Scotch. 
Seaton: seardwelling 
Seeley: lucky—Scot 
Seggat: windy-place- suidhe-gaoith—Gaelic. 
Seggie: warrior—seggr=sword—Scandinavian. 
Selkirk: sale-kirk—Fall-kirk. Sale=hall. A.S. 
Sellar: occupatio — saddler — sella=saddle— 

Latin. 
Semple: possibly a corruption of St Paul, or 

Scotch low-born. 
Seton: a form of Seaton. 
Shand: elegants-Scotch. 
Shanks: legs—nickname—Scotch and Scandin-

avian. . . 
Sharp, Sharpe: keen, clever—characteristic. 
Shaw: wood—English form of Gaelic seagh. 
Shea, Shee: fairy—sith—Gaelic. 
Shearer: occupation—reaper. 
Sheirwood: occupation—woodcutter. 
Shepherd: occupation—sheep-herd. 
Sheriff: office. 
Sheriffs: of the Sheriff. 
Sheritt: turf or divot—Scotch. 
Shewan: fairy-bill-litt le hill-sithean-Gaelic. 
Shiach: of the wood—naseagh—allied to Shaw. 
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Shiel: hut—Scotch and Scandinavian (Skiol) 
and Gaelic (sgalan). 

Shields: of the hut (for Shiels). 
Shier: schere—fair—Scotch. Sometimes for 

Shearer. 
Shirran: modern spelling of Scheroure and 

Scherand—swift. 
Shirras: of the Sheriff—siorra is Gaelic for 

sheriff. 
Shireffs: a form of Sheriffs. 
Shirrum: sheriff—siorram—Gaelic. 
Shivas, Schivas: prosperity—seamhas—Gaelic. 
Sibbald: victoriously—bold—sigebald—A.S. 
Silverstone: a Jewish trade-name. 
Sim, syme: a diminutive of Symon. 
Simmers: a diminutive of Symon (Scandin-

avian form). 
Simson, Simpson: son of Sim—son of Symon. 
Sims: of Sim. 
Sinclair: St Clair. 
Singer: occupation. 
Sievewright, Sivewright, Seivwright: occupa-

tion—sieve-maker. 
Skakle, Skakel: masquerader—Scotch and 

Scandinavian (Skekel) and Gaelic sgegeil= 
mocker. 

Skakels: of Skakel. 
Skea: tired—sgith—Gaelic. 
Skeggie: beardy, shaggy — Skegg-r=beard— 

Scandinavian. 
Skelton: placename (Yorks), place of the h u t -

Scandinavian (Skale). 
Skene: shining—skion—Scandinavian. 
Skinner: occupation—tanner. 
Slater, Sclater: occupation. 
Slaker: a mixer of lime—Scotch. 
Sleigh : sly—Scandinavian. 
Slessor: slovenly—slaister—Scotch. 
Slorach: untidy—slorigh (Teut.)=sordidus. Also 

Gaelic. 
Slose: slovenly—Scandinavian. 
Small: nickname—characteristic. 
Smart: clever—characteristic. 
Smedley: smooth-lea—level-field. 
Smiles: characteristic. 
Smith: occupation—blacksmith. 
Smollett: small-head—characteristic. A.S. 
Smothstone: smoothstone—placename. 
Snape: siharp or severe. 
Soper: occupation—soap-maker. 
Sorley: Samuel—heard of God—from Gaelic 

form Somhairle. 
Souter, Souttar: occupation — shoemaker-

Scotch from Latin Sutor. 
Sowden: sow-dene—sow-valley. 
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Spalding: placename, Lincolnshire. 
Sparke: gay, lively—Scandinavian. 
Sparrow: nickname, from the bird. 
Spence: occupation—dispenser—for spencer-

person in charge of the pantry. 
Spencer: occupation — dispenser—person in 

charge of the pantry. 
Spink: goldfish—Scotch. 
Spring: nickname from the season. 
Stables: of the stable. 
Stalker: occupation—game-keeper. 
Staniehouse: stoneliouse—placename. 
Starke, Stark: strong—sterk-r—Scandinavian. 
Starling: nickname, from the bird. 
Steinson: stone-son—a Scandinavian name. 
Stenhouse: stone-house—placename. 
Stephen, Steven: chaplet or crown-Greek. 
Stevenson: son of Steven. 
Stevens: of Steven. 
Stewart: occupation—sty-ward—governor of the 

royal household. 
Stirling: placename—Estrevelyn—possibly "vil-

lage of the forest clearing." 
Stob: trustworthy — Scandinavian (literally 

tree-stump). 
Stobie: trustworthy—Scandinavian. 
Storie, Storrie: a diminutive of Stor=big— 

Scandinavian. 
Stoddart: occupation—stot-herd. 
Stormont: big-mount—stor+mount—placename. 
Stot: nickname from the animal—Scandin-

avian. 
Strachan: Strathauchin — valley-fleld — sratth-

achadh+an—Gaelic. 
Straiton, Stratton: on the street—strata (via) = 

main road—Latin. 
Strang: strong—Scotch form. 
Strathdee: valley of the Dee—placename. 
Strath: srath—valley—Gaelic. 
Stronach: nose or promontory — sronach — 

Gaelic. 
Sturrock, Storrock: little hill—sturrag—Gaelic, 

or Stor+ock—dim. of stor, therefore same 
as Storrie. 

Stuart: a later form of Stewart. 
Suding, Sudding: Southern—south-man (sud-

ing)—Scandinavian. 
Summers: of Summer (nickname from the sea 

son). 
Sutherland: placename—Southern-land. 
Sutter: probably a form of So'Jter, Sutor= 

shoemaker—Latin. 
Suttie: foolish—Scandinavian. 
Swan: nickname from the bird—hut some-

times a form of Sweyn. 
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Swanson: son of Swan or son of Sweyn (a 
Norse chief). 

Swift: nickname. 
Swyne: nickname from the animal—swine—ex-

tinct name. 
Sydserff: aider and abettor—Scotch or from 

St Serf. 
Symon: famous—Hebrew. 
Symson: son of Sym or Sim (diminutive of 

Symon). 

Taggart: of the priest—t-sagairt—Gaelic. 
Tait: cheerful, gay—Scandinavian. 
Talbot: bandit—talebot—old French. 
Tarrall: weak or puny—Scotch. 
Tarras: terrace—Scotch form. 
Tawes, Tawse: nickname from. 
Taylor: occupation—tailor. 
Teacher: occupation. 
Telfer: iron cutter—nickname of a Norman 

knight—taille-fer—French. 
Tennant, Tenant: occupier. 
Tewnion, Teunon : hard—duanean—Gaelic. 
Thain: rank or title-name—ruler 
Thom, Thome: short for Thomas—twin—He-

brew. 
Thomson: son of Thom, son of Thomas. 
Thoms: of Thom. 
Thorburn, Thurburn: Thor's bear—Thor-biorn 

—Scandinavian. 
Thors: of Thor (a Norse God)—Scandinavian. 
Thornton: dwelling by the thorn-tree. 
Thorogood: Thor's goat—Thor-gaut—Scandi-

navian. 
Timson: son of Tim (Timothy)—honoured by 

God—Greek. 
Timms: of Tim. 
Tindal: Tyne-dale—valley of the Tyne—place-

name 
Tinker: occupation—hawker. 
Tocher: dowry—tochaire—Gaelic. 
Tod, Todd: fox—Scotch. 
Tolmie: hillock—tolman—Galic. 
Tomline: diminutive of Thomas. 
Tomlinson : son of Tomlin (diminutive of 

Thomas). 
Topp: head, so "excellent"—Scotch and Scan-

dinavian. 
Topping: prominent. 
Torrance: of the hillock—Torran + possessive 

s—Gaelic. 
Torry Torrie: little h i l l -Torran (Tor-an)-

Gaelic. 
Tosh: thane or chieftain—toisich—Gaelic 
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Tough: a form of Tulloch—hillock—tulach— 
Gaelic. 

Towler: occupation—flax-dresser—A.S. 
Trail, Traill: slovenly—Scotch and Scandina-

vian. 
Troill: fairy, goblin—Scandinavian and Scotch. 
Troup: homestead or hamlet—torp—Scandina-

vian. 
Tuach: of the North—tuathach—Gaelic. 
Tullo: a form of Tulloch—hillock—tulach— 

Gaelic. 
Tulloch: hillock—tulach—Gaelic. 
Tully: a form of Tulloch. 
Turing: from Touraine—place-name—French. 
Turner: occupation—lathe-worker. 
Turriff: place-name. 
Twaddle: a corruption of Tweed-dale, or silly 

talk. 
Tweed: place-name from river Tweed—or nick-

name "weaver of tweed." 
Tweedie: a diminutive of Tweed. 
Tyrell: a weak form of Turald—Thorwald— 

Thor's power—Scandinavian. 

Umphray: de Umphraville (a Norman Knight). 
Ure: swift—orr—Scandinavian. 
Urie: same as Ure. 
Urquhhart: probably a place-name—derivation 

obscure. 

Valder: a form of Falder—worker a t the fold 
—Scotch. 

Valentine: from St Valentine—strong—Valen-
tinus—Latin. Sometimes a nickname from 
the idea Valentine=sweetheart. 

Vass: servant—vasse=vassal—French. 
Veitch: from de Vesci (Norman Knight). 
Vincent: conquering—vincens—Latin. 

Waddell: nickname. 
Wait: watchman. 
Wales: nationality. 
Wallace: nationality—Welsh—Wallensis (Latin-

ised form). 
Walls: of the Wall. 
Walker: occupation—trampler of cloth (c.f. 

Fuller). 
Walters: of Walter. 
Wamot: corpulent—Scotch. 
Ward: occupation—watchman—keeper. 
Wardlaw: place-name—watch-hill. 
Wardrop: for Wardroper—keeper of the robes. 
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Warrack: puny, undersized—Scotch. 
Warrax: of Warrack. 
Warren: for Warrener—gamekeeper—from ga-

renne—French. 
Watson: son of Wat—a diminutive of Walter -

powerful warrior—Teutonic. 
Watt: a diminutive of Walter—powerful war-

rior—Teutonic. 
Watkin: a diminutive of Walter. 
Wattie: a diminutive of Walter. 
Watts: of Watt. 
Waugh: said to be a form of "wall." 
Waus: Vass—servant—vasse—French. 
Webster: occupation—weaver. 
Weir: from De Vere (a Norman Knight). 
Welsh: nationality. 
Wemyss: place-name — caves — from uaimh— 

Gaelic. 
West: Of the West. 
Westie: a diminutive of West. 
Westgate: of the west gate. 
Westland: of the west lands. 
Wharton: old form Werfton—Wharfton—at the 

wharf. 
Wheeler: occupation—wheel-wright. 
Whitecross: a t the white cross. 
Whitehead: nickname—characteristic. 
Whitelaw: white hill. 
Whitton: for white-son—son of Whyte. 
Whyte; colour. 
Wight: strong—Scotch and Scandinavian. 
Wildgoose: nickname—from the bird. 
Wilkie: a diminutive of William—beloved-pro-

tector. A.S. 
Wilkin, Wilken: a diminutive of William. 
Wilkinson: son of Wilkin—son of William. 
Will: a diminutive of William. 
Willet: a diminutive of William. 
Williams: of William—beloved-protector. 
Williamson: son of William—beloved-protec-

tor. 
Williecock: a diminutive of William (for 

Willie-ock). 
Willox, Willocks: of Willock—a diminutive of 

William. 
Wills: of Will—a diminutive of William. 
Wilson: son of Will—a diminutive of William. 
Winchester: place-name—market-camp — ches-

ter from castra—Latin. 
Wink: old form wineca—a diminutive of wine 

=friend. A.S. 
Winster: a drier of corn—a harvester. 
Winter: a nickname from the season—some-

times a corruption of Vintner—occupation 
—wine-dealer. 
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Wiseman: characteristic. 
Wishart: wise—guiscard—French. 
Wood: place-name. 
Woodcock: nickname from the bird 
Wright- occupation—workman, particularly 

joiner—Scotch. 

Yeadon: ewe-dene—ewe-valley—place-name. 
Yeats, Yates: of the gate—Scotch. 

Yell: barren—place-name (Shetland)—Scandi-
navian) . 

Yool, Yule, Yuill: nickname from the season. 
Yorston: Thorstein—Thor's stone—Scandina-

vian. 
Young: characteristic. 
Youngson: son of Young. 
Younie: a diminutive of Young. 
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